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The Legislative Council·, which· is composed of five
Senators, six Representatives, and the presiding officers
of the two houses, serves as a continuing research agency
for the legislature through the maintenance of a trained
staff,. Between sessions, research activities are concentrated on the study of relatively broad problems formally
proposed by legislators, .and the publication and distribution of factual reports to aid in their solution.
During the sessions, the ·emphasis is on supplying
legislators, on individual request, with personal memoranda, providing them with information needed to handle
their own legislative problems. Reports and memoranda
both give pertinent data in the form of facts, figures,
arguments, and alternatives.
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To Members of the Forty-eighth Colorado General Assembly:
In accordance with the provisions of House Joint Resolution No. 1034, 1969 session, and Senate Joint Resolution No. 36,
1970 session, the Legislative Council submits for your consideration the accompanying report pertaining to legislative procedures and the future development of the Capitol Complex.
The Committee appointed by the Legislative Council to
conduct the study reported its findings and recommendations to
the Legislative Council on December 18, 1970, and the Council
adopted the report at that time for transmission to members of
the Forty-eighth General Assembly.
The Committee recommended that the House and Senate Services Committees investigate possible additional or more effective uses for the men's legislative lounge on the third floor.
The Council adopted a motion to recommend to the General Assembly that the legislative lounge be converted to work space
for members of the General Assembly. The Council believes that
some desks, chairs, and typewriters should be installed in the
room, which would give legislators work space that they do not
now have. The Council recommends that a joint resolution be
passed early in the 1971 session to effect these changes.
Respectfully submitted,
/s/ Representative C. P. (Doc) Lamb
Chairman
CPL/mp
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December 18, 1970

Representative C. P. (Doc) Lamb
Chairman
Colorado Legislative Council
Room 46, State Capitol
Denver, Colorado 80203
Dear

Mr.

Chairman:

Your Committee appointed to study legislative procedures and the problem of the future
development of the Capitol Complex submits the
accompanying report and recommendations.
The Committee's report indicates that there
is a need for action by the General Assembly in
some areas; it is hoped that such action will
occur as soon as possible.
Respectfully submitted,

/s/ Senator Frank A. Kemp, Jr.
Chairman Committee on
Legislative Pro~edures
FAK/mp
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FOREWORD
House Joint Resolution No. 1034, 1969 regular session, dire~ted the Legislative Council to continue during 1969 and 1970,
the study begun in 1966 concerning legislative processes and procedures in Colorado. The membership of the Committee appointed
to carry out the assignment consisted of:
Sen. Frank Kemp,
Chairman
Sen. Allen Dines,
Vice Chairman
Sen. Vincent Massari
Sen. Norman Ohlson
Sen. Sam Taylor
Sen. Carl Williams

Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.

Jean Bain
Ted Bryant
Joe Calabrese
Harrie Hart
C. P. Lamb
Harold McCormick
Anthony Mullen
Jerry Rose
Eric Schmidt
John Vanderhoof

Senate Joint Resolution No. 36, adopted in the 1970 regular session, directed.this Committee to review the State Capitol
Complex planning program.
During the course of its 1970 interim work, a subcommittee on a legislative code of conduct was appointed by the Chairman. The members of the subcommittee were:
Sen. Allen Dines
Sen. Carl Williams

Rep. Anthony Mullen
Rep. Eric Schmidt

Valuable assistance was given to the Committee by Mrs.
Comfort Shaw, Secretary of the Senate; Mrs. Lorraine Lombardi,
Chief Clerk of the House of Representatives; and Mr. James C.
Wilson, Director, Legislative Drafting Office.
Mr. Thomas J. Millisack, Director, Division of Public
Works,was of special assistance to the Committee and the staff
on the Capitol Complex question. Special thanks must be extended
to Mr. Henry Kimbrough, former Chief Clerk, and Mr. Nick Segal,
Eastwood Printing Company, for the assistance they extended on the
standards and specifications adopted for the 1971-72 legislative
printing contract.
·
·
·
Mr. Rich Levengood, Senior Analyst for the Legislative
Council had primary responsibility for the staff work and the
preparation of this report, aided·by Mr. Richard Capra and Mr.
Dennis Jakubowski, research assistants.
Lyle C. Kyle
Director

December 18, 1970
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SUMMARY OF COMMITTEE FINDINGS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS
(1) Due to the problems that have occurred in the past
over the geogr~phical direction and the extent to which the Capitol area should be developed for state-owned buildings, the
Committee recommends the adoption of the Capitol Complex perimeter whose borders are outlined in red in the fold-out map attached to this Report. The proposed perimeter is intended , first,
to demons trate to the people of Colorado t he extent and direction of state expansion in the Capitol area during the next 25
years, extending from 1970 to 1995, and, second, to give the
executive department assurances that it will follow legislative
intent when embarking upon any future land acquisition program
for the Capitol Complex.
The to tal land ac, 1uisition cost to obtain the ~nw,erties
shown in white on the map is estimated at approximately ~5 .8 million.
(2) The Committee recommends the adoption of Joint Rule
No. 26, the Colorado Legislative Code of Conduct. The proposed
Code of Conduct includes provisions dealing with the following:
(a)" Conflicts between private and public interests;

(b) Use of legislative office to obtain special advantage
for oneself o r another;

(c)

Financial disclosure;

(d) Establishment of a four-member joint House-Senate
Committee to function as overseer of the Code, render adviso ry
opinions to l egislators on questions arising under the Code , and
act as a repository for statements filed by legislators pursuant
to the Code;
(e) Es't ablishment of procedures for the Committee to resolve questions arising under the Code; and
(f) Appointment of the State Auditor as ex offici o Committee Secretary.
As companion measures, the Committee also recommends that
a statute be passed on contempt of the General Assembly by nonlegislators, i n general, and a statute be adopted dealing with
violations of confidentiality by the State Auditor or members of
the Conduct Committee.
(3) The Committee is of the general belief that with each
passing session it becomes increasingly necessary to organize
the General Assembly's committee structure in such a manner that

xv

House and Senate commi ttees of reference during the se ssion serve
as joint study committees during i nterims . Such a system may
help facilitate l egi s lative response to proposals made on the
.federal level , as well as facilitate the legisl ature 's cont inuing responsibi lity under J oint Rul e No . 25 to oversee t he f unctions of those e xecutive departments within a committee's specific subject-mat ter jurisdict ion. It would also a ssure that
legislators would develop mor e subject-matter expe rtise than at
present.
(4) The Commi ttee reiterat es i t s 1969 recommendation that
an electric roll-call system be i nstalled i n the House of Representatives.
(5) The Committee recommends that Joint Rule No. 10 be
amended in order to r aise t he number of bill s ini tially ordered
printed to 600 f r om 450, which accords wit h e xi s t i ng pr act i ce
and the printing contract s pecification f orthe 1971-72 biennium.
The Committee al s o recommends t hat sect i ons63-2-12 and 13, C.R.S.
1963, be amended to transfer t he r esponsibili ty of distribuling
bound Journals of t he House and Senate f rom t he Secretary of
State to the Chief Clerk and Senate Secretary .

(6) The Committee beli eves that the practice of holding
night sessions should be ceased . · Therefore , i t is r ecommended
that rules be adopted in bot h houses t o prohibit daily sessions
after 6:00 p.m.
(7) The Committee r ecommends that t he committee bill
stat us sheets, published weekly through t he use of ADP, should be
distributed to members of the applicable committ ees in addition
to the committee chainnen , leadership, and service agencies.
(8) The Committee recommend s that t he House and Senate
Services Committee s i nvestigat e possible additional or more effective uses for the men's l egislat i ve l ounge on t he third floor.*

(9) The Committee bel ieves that the noise problem in the
Chambers should be reduced. Hence, the Committ ee recommends that
t he possibi l i ty. of i ns t a lling silent typewri te r s be expl ored.

(10) The Committee recommends the adoption, i n concept,
of the Legislative I ntern Program proposed by Denver University
and Colorado Universi ty. The coordinato rs of t he Intern Program
are as ked to confe r with the House and Senate Se rvices Committees.

*See Council Chairman's l etter of transmittal, p. i i i, f or Council recommendation.
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THE CAPITOL COMPLEX PERIMETER
.

In recogniz ing that the need for legi slative office space
"i~volves the broader question of planning for the development
of the state capitol complex", S.J.R. No. 36 (1970 Session} .directed the Legisl ative Council, or a committ ee appointed by the
Legislative Council to "review the ent ire state c apitol complex
planning program and its constituent parts in consultation with
the Supreme Court and t he Execut i ve Depart ment." The resolution
also directed the Division of Public Works to assi st the Committee:

•••• to develop alternative approaches to solving
the space problems in the three branches of gove rnment , considering among other things the s tate
capitol complex ; possible di spersal of s tate offices elsewher e i n the Denver area; and the pos sible
need for r egional offices of the several depa rtments in key ci t ies around the state.
In view of its prior efforts on the question of the longrange development of t he Capitol Compl ex and its work on legislative space needs, t he Legislative Council di rected the Committee on Legi_s l ative Procedures to carry out the di r ectives of
S.J.R. No. 36.
Committee Procedure
Among the alternate approaches mentioned were : consideration of the Capitol Complex; dispersal of offices in the Denver
area; and the need for regional offices for executive departments
in cities around the state.
A $30,000 appropriation was made in the 1970 Lo ng Bill to
the Department of Administration to develop a Denver Regional
Site Plan. According to a footnote in the bill :
••• Thi& appropriation is for the purpose of a longrange site plan which indicates the best use of
state-owned land in the Denver area outside the
Capitol Complex. The plan should include, but not
be limited t o,Camp George West, Colorado Youth
Center, the Nat ional Guard Headquarters, Mount View
Girls' School, Lookout Mountain School for Boys ,
and State .Home and Training School, at Ridge . The
plan also should include specific recommendat ions
on transferring operations now located in the Capitol Complex to alternate sites, location.of the CBI,
location of a pursuit driver training track, and the
the location of state laboratories.
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However, the Department of Administration's inventory had not
been completed in time for the Committee's consideration.
With r egard t o the need to disperse state agenc ies throughout the state, on Se ptember 15, 1970 , the State Planning Office
released a pl an for designating twelve official planning regi ons
for t he s t ate . The regions are based upon what t he Planning Off i ce considers "the most satisfactory arrangment of groups of
countie s ar rived at after a multitude of factors were considered.w
The planning regions are limited to eight counties or le ss. The
purpose of establishing planningregions is to aid s tate-wide planning studi es, since such studies "are usually based on a regional
concept , and are produced on a region by region basis . " Anot her
f actor ci ted as adding impetus to the regional planning concept
is the requi rement i n the U.S. Bureau of the Budget Ci rcular
A-95 , whic h requires establishment of regional clearinghouses
throug hout a state in order to review requests for f ederal funding of local and state-wide projects.
It is the Committee ' s understanding that the twel ve planning r egions may some day serve as the basis for the establishment of a system of dispersing agencies throughout the state i n
"Regional Capitol s" . But the concept has not yet been developed,
nor gone much beyond t he ~talk stage".
Neither t he Denver Regional Site Plan nor the concept of
regionalizing state gove rnment was far enough along for Committee
consideration. Instead , the Committee on Legisl ative Procedures
concentrated its effort solely on recommending a solution to the
long-range devel opment of the Capitol Complex; it was believed
that the differe nce s of opinion that have developed in the past
over the direction and the extent to which t he Complex should be
developed merited a c areful examination of the Capitol Complex
problem, i tsel f. The refore, at its first meeting of t he 1970
interim, the Committee approved a motion to recommend f or submission to the 1971 Session of the General Assembly a proposed perimeter of the State Capi tol Complex, within which the executive
department could in t he future embark upon a land acquisition
program with assurances that the program followed legislative intent.
Background fo r Study
As explained i n more detail in the background material of
this Report, in J anuary, 1970 , the Division of Public Works released a site and building program for the devel opment of the
Capitol Complex fo r the ten year period extending from 1970 to
1980. The plan envisaged the constructi on of a Judicial Building, containi ng 82, 500 square f eet of assignable space, plus a
new st ate of fice bui lding, with 171,000 net square f eet . Exclusive of land acqui s i tion, the cost of the two buildi ngs came to
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approximately $3.8 mil lion for the Judicial Building and $5.2
million* for the new office building . These buildings plu s the
Farmers' Union Building, acquired in 1969 for $3 million and
.containing approximately 92,000 square f eet of usable space, were
to give the state an additional 350,000 s quare feet of office
space to meet the projected space needs of s t ate agencies until
1980.
As part of the ten year building program, Public Works
also released a s ite plan for locating the two new buildings and
to acquire additional land for buil ding sites after 1980. The
total cost for land acquisition was estimat ed at $5.7 million.
The total estimated construc tion and land acquisition
costs for the plan came to approximately $17. 7 mill ion. Of this
amount, $5.5 million was approrpiat ed in 1969 and 1970 for the
acquisition of eight building sites ($2,226,500), the Farmers'
Union Building ($3 million), and for physical planning for the
construction of Office Building "A" ($235,980). The r e remained
to be appropriated approximately $12.3 million -- $8.8 million
for construction of Office Building " A'' and the Judicial Building; and $3.5 million for land acquisition.
The site plan (Site Plan C shown on page 29 of this Report) represented a somewhat reduced version of a site plan recommended in 1967 by Space Utilization Analysis, Inc. (S. U.A.).
The plan presented by Public Works placed the same emphasis on
an easterly expansion of the Capitol Complex, as in S .U.A., Inc.'s
site plan. The Proposed Judicial Building would serve as the
eastern terminus of the Capitol Complex. However, acco rding to
Site Plan C, the proposed Court Building was to be located on one
city block between East Colfax and 14th Avenues and Logan and
Pennsylvania Streets. S.U.A., Inc. had recommended that the
Court Building be situated on two city blocks. In both cases,
there was to be an open mall between the Judicial Building and the
Capitol Building , representing an eastern extension of the open
space concept engendered by the Denver Civic Center .
1970 Legisl ative Action. However, during the 1970 session
of the General Assembly, it became apparent that some members of
the legislature believed that some of the specifics of Public
Works' plan or at least some of its general site concept s should
be altered.

*Due to continuous inflation of construction costs, the request
for constructi on money for the 1971-72 Fiscal Year amounts to
$6.1 million f or Office Building "A", or$.9 million more t han
the 1970-71 request.
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First, no money was appropriated f or the construction of
a Judicial Building. It has long been recognized that relocating
the Supreme Court in a separat e building (or alternat i vely, lo.eating the General Assembly in i ts own building) represents the
ultimate solution to the long-range space needs of the General
Assembly. The 1959-1960 Legislative Remodel ling Committ ee, for
instance, r ecommended t hat the State MusPum Building be remodelled
for use by t he Court. Ul timat ely, i t was detennined that the
space would be i nadequate for the l ong-range space needs of the
Judicial Department . Ag ain, in 1968 , t he Commi ttee on Legislative
Procedures recommended that the highest pr iority be given to the
immediate purchase of land for constructi on of a Judicial Building
in view of the expanding functio ns of the judiciary on the s tate
level.
Secondly, there were some ques tion s raised b y members of
· the General Assembly on the extent t o which the Capitol Complex
should be developed for housing stat e agencies and the geographical direction t hat development shoul d take.
For example, in 1969, the General Assembly appropri ated
$250,000 to the Divisi on of Public Works f o r land acqui sition in
the Capitol area . In 1969 and in the early part of 1970, s ome
$235,000 of this ap propri ation was used to purchase opt ions on
eight sites i n the area. The balance for the s i tes amounted to
approximately $2 million, which was appropriated by the 1970 General Assembly.
These sites were intended to effectuate, in part, Site
Plan C during t he 1970-1980 period. But Site Plan C envisaged
the eventual purchase of the entire two blocks directly east of
the Capitol, bounded by Grant and Pennsylvania Streets and Colfax
and 14t h Avenues. Some l egislators beli eved that the eastern
tenni nus of t he Complex should be at Grant Street and that there
should be an emphasis on deve lopment to t he s outh of the Capitol.
In turn, the Denver Civic Cent er open space concept would not be
extended east of t he Capitol. As one al ternative, it was suggested that the Court Building could be located on the block
bounded by 13th and 14th Avenues and Broadway and Lincoln Streets,
the block on which the Employment Annex and the American Legion
Buildings are located.
Thus, some controversy devel oped be fore and during the
1970 session over Site Plan C. Specifically , objections were
voiced over the $65 ,000 expended on the purchase of opt ions for
three sites east of Grant Street. Even t hough the $693,000 balance to ,purchase these three sites wa s appropriated by the 1970
General Assembly and approved by the Governor, agreement among
legislators on Site Plan C was not reached .
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Committee Recommendat ions
Attached to this Report i s a map which depicts the recom~ended perimeter of the Colorado Capitol Complex fo r the period
extending from 1970 to 1995.
, Specifically , the Committee recommends tha t the Capitol
Complex perime t e r fo r the 1970 to 1980 pe riod be extended to include the two block s immediately eas t of t he Capitol Building,
bounded on the north and south by East Colfax and 14th Avenues
and on the east and west by Pennsylvania and Grant Streets. The
Committee also recommend s that t he souther n perimeter of the Complex during the next ten years be e xtended to i nclude the two
blocks bounded by Grant and Lincol n Streets on t he e ast and west
and East 13th and 14th Avenues on the south a nd north. The recommendation for the 1970- 1980 period also contemplates the acquisition of lots 9 and 10 in block 28 (the Boa r's Head Restaurnat
at 1544 Lincoln Street ) and lots 21 t h rou gh 25 in block 25 (the
southeast corner lots of the block bounded by Broadway, Lincoln
Streets, 13th and 14th Avenues ) .
The Committee recommends t hat f or the 1980-1995 period the
Capitol Complex perime t er be extended to include the t wo blocks
bounded on the east and west by Grant and Lincoln Streets and
bounded on the north and south by East 12th and 13th Avenues, excluding lots 7 through 20, block 41 (the Western Fa nn Bureau Life
Insurance Company a t 1200 Lincoln Street). The extension would
have the effect of making the State Employme nt Building an integral part of the Capitol Complex .
According to l ong-range plans of the Exe cutive Department,
the properties shown in grey on t he map woul d be exc luded from
acquisition. This exc l usion is i n accordance with the recommendations of the De nve r Landmark Preservation Commission. In the
Commission's 1969-70 Annual Report to the Denver City Council,
the following properties are recomme nded to be designated as historical landmarks:
· I mmaculate Conception Cathedral
.East Colfax and Logan
Fi rst Baptist Church
East 14th and Grant
Fi rst Church of Chr ist Scientist
East 14th and Logan
St. Mark's Church
1160 Lincoln
Denver Women's Press Club
1325 Logan
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coordinate branch of government, should not have to share a block
with any other entity. 1/
Employment Annex Buildin9 - Legion Property. The block
on which the American Legion Building is located also contains
the Department o f Labor and Employment Annex Building. The
building contains approximately 22,000 square feet of usable
space and hou ses the Division of Employment's Industrial and Service Office and Delinquent Accounts and Field Section fo r Unemployment Compensation. In 1962, the building was acquired and
remodelled for a total cost of approximately $560,000, through
the Department of Employment Building Authority, created pursuant
to Article 12, Chapter 82, C.R.S. 1963. To acquire and remodel
the building, some $363,000 for remodelling was granted outright
to the department by the U.S. Department of Labor; other moneys
were advanced from the Unemployment Revenue Fund of the Depart~
ment of Employment; and $100,000 in anticipation warrants were
sold by the Building Authority to PERA at four percent annual interest, which should be retired with amortization funds from the
U.S. Department of Labor not later than 1982. ,Y
Questions were raised by Comrnitt•~e members as to whether
the $363,000 outright grant made by the federal government for
remodelling t he building would have to be repaid, should the
state requLre t he State Department of Labor and Employment to vacate the prope r ty so that it could be demolished for a J udicial
Building site. Another question was whether the state would also
have to pay the $100,000 owed PERA and the money initially advanced from the state Unemployment Revenue Fund. There would
also be the problem of finding space to house the activities displaced by a state take-over of the Annex Building.
With regard to demolishing the American Legion Building
for a Judicial Building site, there may be a possibility that the
building, with relatively minor remodelling, could be used t o
house state activities now located in other overcrowded buildings.
The building has two floors above ground and a basement and contains approximately 39,000 gross square feet of space.
Denver Civic Center and Stnta's Obligation. Some Committee members also argued that the state has some obligation to the
City and County of Denver to follow a site plan that will help
forestall a continuance of the deteriorating social environment
in the Capitol area. Moreover, the long-range plan should also

y
y

Minutes of the Committee on Lefislative Procedures, July 10,
1970, p.B,and September24, 970, pp. 8-11.
Repo rt of State Auditor, 1961-62 Fiscal Year and Report of
State Auditor, 1968-69 Fiscal~-
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be considered from the standpoint of enhancing the architectural and aesthetic values of the Denver Civic Center. Viewed from
these perspective s, it is argued, an eastward expans ion of the
.Capitol Complex pe rimeter is the most feasible, with the Court
Building acting as the eastem hub of that extension.
- Letter from Governor Love. While the Committee was considering the foregoing points, a letter from Governor Love, dated
September 1, 1970, was sent to Chainnan Frank A. Kemp, in which
the Governor expressed his views on the questions of whether the
line of the perimeter should be drawn at Grant Street , whetner
Sit e Plan C should be followed! and what is the most s uitable
site for a future Judicial Bui ding.
The text of the letter from Governor Love f ollows.
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JOHN A. I..OVJ::
GovC'rnor

September 1, 1970

The Honorable Frank A. Kemp, Jr.
Chairman
Committee on Legislative Procedures
State Capitol
Denver, Colorado 80203
Dear Senator Kemp:
It is my understanding that the Legislative Procedures Committee
is considering a recommendation to the General Assembly setting
forth a proposed ten-year boundary for the Capitol Complex area.
In conjunction with this the Committee is also working toward
recommending a site in the above-mentioned area for the Judicial
Building. I have been following this with interest, and it is
on this matter that I would like to express my views and thoughts.
From an examination of the so-called "Plan C" produced by the
Department of Administration, and an alternate plan discussed at
the last meeting of your Committee, it appears that only two city
blocks are applicable for the location of the Judicial Building.
One is the block lying east of the Capitol, bounded by Pennsylvania and Logan Streets, Colfax and Fourteenth Avenues; and the
second is the block bounded by Broadway and Lincoln Street, Thirteenth and Fourteenth Avenues (the site of the American Legion
Building). All other city blocks within either plan would cause
the Judicial Building to share a block with some other facility,
either religious, fraternal, private, or public.
I believe the Committee and this office agree that a structure as
important as the State Judicial Building, housing our Supreme
Court and Appellate Court, deserves a full city block, without
sharing that block with any other building.
In examining these two blocks it would appear that the advantages
are in favor of the block lying east of the Capitol as opposed to
the block on Broadway. It is felt that an itemization of some
factors prompting this statement should be set forth, and they
are as follows:
XXV

1.

Pro perty Acquisition
Co s twise t he east block would require approximatel y $1 ,164,500 for acquisition of the remaining pr operty , plus demolition cost of existing
buildi ng s. The Legion block would require
a cquisition of the remaininq private property,
whi ch woul d cost approximately $617,000 ; pl us
the a ppropriation of sufficient money t o pay off
the i ndeb t edness on the Department of Employment
buildi ng, Fou i teenth and Broadway, which we
understand i s appioxjmatcly $560 , 000: plus demol i t i on cos t of all exist·ng buildings .

2.

Disruption of State Activities
Acquisition, demoli · :on, .,nd con st: uction o n the
e a s t b lock would enta il no disturbance or dispJ a~em0n l of State activities . Acquisition,
demoli t ion , and construction on the Broadway
block woul d c ause t he relocation of the Employment Department housed in the Fourteenth and
Broadway bu i ldi ng and - he elim:nation of Stat e
parking on t he former American Legion l ot . In
additi on to t he cost f igures in Item l above, at
least anothe r $500,000 would be needed t o provide space e lsewhere to re-house the displaced
Employme nt f unction .

3.

Potenti a l State Use of Buildjnqs
Designation of t he block to the east fo r t he
Judicial Bui lding woul d not upset any potential
use of existing buildi ngs for State purposes .
No bui l dings i n the east block are economi cally
or struc tura l ly adaptabl e f or State u s e . On the
contra r y, de signat i on o f the Broadway block
would preclude potential u se of the t wo Le gion
buildings by t he State , either i n the ne ar or
long-range future , since they would be demolished. The Le gion buildi ng s are most adaptable
for space assignment fo r utilitarian type functions needed i n t he Capitol Complex. Such
functions would be t hos e no t wi sely al l oc able to
an offi ce bui ldi ng. As an example, t he main
Legion building could most readily be adapted
for a compu t er center , a printing and duplic ating operation , a mic r ofilming center, and/ o r
laboratory facilit ie s . Such use of the bui lding
would benefit t he State at least ten year s ,
probably longer.

4.

Noi se and Traf f i c Probl ems
The block to the east of the Capitol i s less
affecte d by noise a nd traffic i n general as comxxvi

pared to the Broadway block, principally because
only two of the east block street s carry a high
traffic load (Colfax and Fourteenth Avenues on
the ends of the block). Logan Street carries a
medium load, and Pennsylvania is not an arterial
street. This is highly important to judicial
proceedings, as noise of any type that would distract trial deliberations or override oral testimony would jeopardize the administration of
justice. The Broadway site for the Judicial
Building would have a high degree of exposure of
this kind since it is between two commercial
streets of very high traffic density (Broadway
and Lincoln Street on the near sides of the
block), coupled with the fact that the building
also would lie between two reciprocal high traffic load street s (Thirteenth and Fourteen Avenues).

o.

Olen Space and Thoughtful Planning
0 the two locations for the Judicial Building,
the east block presents the superior plan for
the Capitol area in i ts relationship to the
immediate neighborhood and the Denver Civic
Genter. Mos t important, however, the citizens
of the State deserve a sufficiently expansive
site, overwhelming in neither area nor structure,
with openness, symmetry and naturalness of layout and design befitting Colorado's western
environment. Since the Judicial Building, like
the Capitol, shall stand at least one hundred
years, its location and surroundings need careful consideration.
Sincerely,

/s/ John A. Love
Governor
JAL/cb
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LEGISLATIVE CODE OF CONOOCT
As one of its principal topics for consideration during
the 1970 interim, the Commit tee on Legislative Procedures considered the problem of draft ing suitable legislation for a Legislative Code of Conduct. The recommended Code is contained in
Appendix A, convnencing on page xl ixof this Report.
The Code, initially in bi ll form, is recommended by the
Committee to be adopted as a Joint Rule of the House and Senate.
Article V, Section 12 empowers each house "to determine the rules
of its proceedings and punish its members or other persons for
contempt or disorderly behavior" and " enf orce obedience to its
process:" The Committee believes that this section would give
the Code of Conduc t the full forc e and eff ect of law as far as
legislators are concerned. There was also t he belief among Committee members that a Joi nt Rule afforded more flexibility than
a statute during t he formative and experimental stages of the
Code.
However, the Committee believes that a statute is necessary to define contempt of the General Assembly by non-legislators,
pursuant to Section 12 of Article V.
Background of Recommended Code
In 1968 and 1969 , the Commi t tee on Legislative Rules of
the National Legi slati ve Confe rence concentrated a considerable
degree of effort on attempting to draft a model "Code of Legislative Conduct." However, agreement could not be reached on some
of the specific feature s of t he complet ed draft. Consequently,
the Rules Commi t tee did not r ecommend t hat its draf t be adopted
as model legislation carrying the endorsement of the National
Legislative Conference.
In broad te rms, t he Rule s Commi t t ee identified three areas
of potential concern to the individual legislator:
(1)

Conflict of inte rest s i tuationsi·

(2)

Use of office to obtain s pecial advant age for oneself

or another; and
(3)
of office.
A

Situations that could be construed as being an abuse

•conflict of i nterest" was broadly defined as follows:
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I

A l egislator's personJ l interest conflicts with the
public interest when :t tends to affect his independence of judgment. The conflict disqualifies
him from voting upon any question and from attempting t o influence any legislation to which it relates.
Following thi s general definition, there we r e enumerated
several variati ons of conflict of interest provisions found in
other states . The Rules Commit.te1;; ir cluded these provisions so
that the particular state considering the draft code could
select any of those provisi.ons it wished to apply to it s own circumstances . Some examples of potential conflict of inter est
situations and thei r origins follow :
1

Having or acquiring an economic interest i n an enterprise which is affect ed differ ently by proposed legislation than
would another enterprise in the same general area of bus ine ss or
profession. (Arizona, California, Massachusetts , and New York);
- -Having a close relative or economic associate with
such special i nte r ests (Arizona, California, Massachusetts,
Minnesota, New Yo rk, Oklahoma, and Texas);
--- Having a close relative or an economic associ ate who
is a lobbyist or who employs a lobbyist . (Illinois); or
--- Accepting compensation, gratuities, o r reimbursements
for voting on proposed legislation {Louisiana, Illinois, Massachusetts, New Yo rk , and Pennsylvania) .
As in the case of conflict of interest, provisions of
other state s we re also used to delineate activities t hat could be
construed as usi ng one's office to obtain special advantage.
Such situations , characterized broadly as "undue influence", could
include any or all of the following:
--~ Appearing before a state agency f or which compensation
is contingent upon action o f the agency (New York);
--- Selling goods o r services t o the stat e i n violation
of l aws governing public purchases by competitive bidding (Arizona, Hawaii, Iowa , Kentucky, New Mexico , New York , and Oklahoma);
. Sel l ing goods to a person subject to licensing or
regulation by a state agency (Iowa, Missouri, New York, Oklahoma,
and Texas).
The secti on on II abuse of office'' also contained variations
of provisions found i n o ther states.
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Included in othe r sec tions of the Rules Committee draft
was a financial disclo s ure provision; a sectio n c reating a Committee on Legislative Conduct and providing for its powe rs and
~uties; and a penalty section.
Subcommittee Created. The Legislative Procedures Commit•
tee spent parts of two meeting s considering the Rules Committee
draft. However, it bec ame apparent that the subject matter was
of such complexity that it required closer study and more detailed consideration than the full Commi t tee could give it. For
example, some of the sample provisions f ound in the ethic s codes
of other state s and contained in the Rules Committee draft were
either too stringent, only bore some r elevance to Colorado, or
were already cove red in existing Colorado provi sions . A four
member Subcommittee was appointed to work out the problem areas
and report bac k to t he f ull Committee.
The Subcommittee was composed of Senato rs Dine s and Williams and Representati ves Mullen and Schmidt . The Subcommittee
met on four dif ferent days and spent over 20 hours preparing a
Code of Conduct for f ull Committee conside r ation. The Subcommittee reported its findi ng s to the full Committee and the Committee
adopted the substance of the Subcommittee d r aft .
Summary of Provisions of Legis l at ive Code of Conduct
An outline of the main provisions i n the recommended Code
follows:
(1) Definitions.
posed Joint Rul e;

Definitions of t erms fou nd in the pro-

(2) Conflict of I nterest. A number of s ituations are
listed as those which could potenti ally raise questions a s to
whether a personal or private int erest conflicts with the public
interest and aff ects a legislator's i ndependence of judgment.
Where such conflic t actually exists, i t woul d serve to di squalify
a legislator from voting on any question to which it relates. In
some cases, a confli ct of i nterest would exist if the legislator's
close family or an eco nomic associate had a personal f~nancial
interest in a bill . The interest would have to be distinct from
that generally held by other members of his occupation, profession, or general line of busines s.
A legislator could not vote on a bill if a close economic
associate or a relative is employed as a lobbyist to influence
the legislation in question.
A conflict would also exist if a legislat.or accepts a
gift, l oan, s ervice, or economic opportunity of s i gnificant value
from a person who has an interes t i n an enterpri se that would be
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affected by proposed legislatio,. The conflict, in this case,
would also exist if the gift, loan, etc., is accepted by a legi s lator's c l ose relative. However, it was believed that it woul d
,be un realistic to be so restrictive that receipt of normal amenities would be prohibited,or the citizen-legislator would be prohibited ·from pursuing his occupation or carrying on normal business activity. Thus, excluded from this restriction are ; commercial lo ans ; nonpecuniary gifts, insiqnificant in value ; nonpecuni ary public service awards; and reimbursements f or actual
and necessary exoenditures for attendance at conventions or meeting at which a legislator is scheduled to participate and for
which no reimbursement is made by the State of Colorado .
(3)

Undue Influence.

This section starts out as follows:

A legislator, by reason of his office, is o r
may be in a position to bring undue infl uence
on other legisla•or~, public officials, or
private persons. To use this potential for
economic gain is an abuse of office and a matter of concern to the bod/ of which he is a
~ember, whether or not the act is also punishable under the criminal laws.
The Code would prohibit a legislator from using his office
in any of t he cases enumerated below. As described in t he background r eport, commencing on page 39 of this Report , some of
these items are already included in the State Constitution or
statute s. Therefore, there was an attempt to "codify" existing
provisi ons on the use of office to obtain undue infl uence . The
following activities would be prohibited:
a) Obtai ni ng confidential infonnation or securing ~peci•
al advantage for himself, a relative, or an economic as sociate;
b ) Selling goods to a state agency in violation of laws
governing publi c purchasing by competitive bidding;
c) Having an interest in a contract to fu rnish suppli~s
to any stat e agency or the General Assembly, contrary to Section
29 of Article V of the State Constitution;
d) Soliciting, receiving, offering, or giving bribe s contrary t o the Constitution and public law;
e) Giving or offering his vote in consideration of the
vote of another member, contrary to Section 40 of Article V of
the Con stitution; and
f ) Attempting to influence any public official by deceit
or threat~ contrary to the Con~titutlon mtl $tgt~ Jgw,
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(4) Committee on Legislative Conduct. A four member bipartisan committee would be appointed by the majority and minority
leaders of each house. The Committee would function as the over.seer of the Code, render advisory opinions on possible violations,
and act as the repository for statements required to be filed by
legislators. · · ·
(5) Financial Disclosure. In order to provide the Committee on Legislative Conduct with basic infonnation, on or before
January 15 of each year, a legislator would be r equired to file
with the Committee a list of name s from which he, his spouse, and
minor children received economic benefits during the previous
year. No dollar amount · need be stated and statement is confidential.

(6) Determination by the Committee of Conflict and Undue
· Influence Situations . This section provides the individual legislator and the legislature as a whole with the procedure for
resolving questions that may arise under the sec~ions d~aling
with conflict of interest and undue influence.

According to this section, questions of conflict of interest or undue influence could arise one of two ways -- either by
the legislator himself or by the Committee on Legislative Conduct.
A third par~y could bring a potential viol ation to the attention
of the Committee, but the Committee itself would have to initiate
the inquiry.
·
If a legislator believes he is affected by a conflict of
interest or engaged in activity that involves undue influence, he
may file with the Committee a statement describing t he possible
conflict or violation.
By a vote of three members, the Committee itself may initiate such an inquiry i nto possible conflict or undue influence
situations. The legislator would be apprised of the po s sible
conflict or violation in a letter signed by t he chairman. The
Committee would be required, if possible, to identify the bill
to which the conflict relat es or the activity in question . The
letter may either reque st the legislator to confer with the Committee or file a signed statement on the matter. The Committee
may also initiate an inquiry after the fact . It may continue
with its inquiry even though the legislator did not respond.
However, the legislator himself may fi le a statement with
the Committee or request a conference. A conference may be requested by the legisl_ator even if the Committee had first asked
for a statement.
public.

All conference s would be confidential an9 not open to the
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By whatever means the question of conflict or undue influence arises, the Committee would be required to submit to the
legislat or a written opinion in which it shall state either:
(a) A conflict of interest appears to exist on specifi c ally identified matters and the legislator ~hould disclose the
fac t t o the house of which he is a member and refrain from voting
on such matters, pursuant to Articl e V, Section 43 of the Constitution.
(b ) A violation of the undue influence section appears t o
exist and that the legislator should cease the activity in question. I f i t appears that any violation of criminal law wa s made.
e.g. , acceptance of bribes. the Committee is required to de l i ver
a copy of the opinion and all pertinent papers to the appropriate
di stric t attorney ; or

(c) If no conflict or undue influence appears to exi st, a
wri tten opinion would be required only if the legis:ator reque s ts
it.
With
statements ,
denti al and
a Commit t ee
a r esult of

the exception of the violations of criminal l aw, all
Committee opinions, and other papers would be confiwould not be subject to public inspection. Howeve r,
opinion could be reported to the appropriate house as
any of the following conditions:

( a)

If requested by the legislator himself;

(b )

If the legislator acted contrary to the Commit tee's

opinion; o r

(c ) If the legislator disagrees with the Commit tee' s
opinion and desires to submit it to a decision of the appropriate
house,pu rsuant t o Section 12 of Article V.
(7) Committ ee Secretary. The State Auditor would be ex
off icio secret ary to the Committee. He would be the offici a l
custodian of al l papers, reports, and statements, financi al or
otherwi se , fi l ed with the Committee pursuant to the Code . He
would mai ntai n an individual file for each legislator . His responsibi liti es could not be delegated to any other person .
(8) Member's File Confidential - Disposition. Al l papers
in an indivi dual member's file would ·be confidential and coul d be
inspected b y onl y the member himself; unless a committ ee opinion
is released pursuant to the Code or the member is subject to disciplinary action by the house of which he is a member or subject
to criminal prosecution.
·

In Januar y of each year, the Secretary would be requi red
to return all papers over 12 months old.
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(9) Power of Each House -- Violators Punished. Pursuant
to Article V, Section 12 of the Constitution. the parent house
could overrule an opinion of the Committee on Legislative Conduct
.involving a conflict of interest interpretation: and, pursuant ·
to this section of the Constitution, violators of the Code of
Conduct would be in contempt of the General Assembly and would be
punished as the parent house provides. However, if a criminal
law is violated involving undue influence, a legislator would be
subject to prosecution in the courts.
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UTILIZING COMMI TTEES OF REFERENCE
DURING I NTERI MS
The next basic s t ep t hat seems desirable i n strengt hening
the legislative proces s in Co l orado is to make great e r use of
the .Committees of Refe r ence, not only dur i ng a l egi slative session, but during the i nt eri m period between sessions . There are
a number of reasons why t his step appear s not only desirable,
but essential.
·

(1) Under the present s ystem of i nt e r im work (i.e ., the
Legislative Council f ol l owi ng the dire ctions of t he Gene ral Assembly, embodied in j oi nt s t udy r e sol ution, e stabl i s he s special
study committees compr i sed t o a gr e at ext ent of l egi s l ato rs who
express an interest in s erving on a s pecific committee) the members who serve on counci l s t udy committee s may not be the same
legislators who will be or are servi ng on the Committees of
Reference to which s t udy results and r e commendations a r e referred.
This procedure frequent ly results i n i nteri m study results
not being implemented , and it causes a delay i n the no nnal legislative process while member s of Committ ees of Refere nce become
familiar with the s t udy recommendations, and the whys and whe refores ther~of. Many times t hi s r esul ts in an actual duplication
during a legislative s es s ion of t he s ame hear ings and debat es
that took place in t he interim .
(2) The 1960 ' s was a dec ade in which increasing emphasis
was placed on strengthening s t ate government, and particul arly
state legi s lative bodies, in order t o preserve the fede r al system.
Pressures have been brought to bear on the Council of State Governments to improve it s services t o the states, with particular
emphasis on strengtheni ng its Wa shi ngton office in order that
states, including t he l egislatur es, can be aware of what i s going
on in Washington, both i n the hall s of Congress and in the several executive agenc i es and de partments. In turn, it was thought
that this would enable gover nors and stat e legislatures to have
an "input" pribr to final fede r a l ac t ion,be it executive or congres r;ional.

Council of St at e Governments' office is now produc ing infonnation and reque sts for that "input" at an almost overwhelming
rate. However, at t he state level - - and specifically within the
legislative branch - - it is diffi cult under the present system
to respond effectively and rapidly to t hese requests.
(3) Under Joint Rule 25 the Commi ttees of Reference are
charged with the cont i nuing responsibi lity for legislat ive oversight of those execut i ve depart ment s wi thi n t hei r sub ject matter
jurisdiction. Dur i ng t he r ush of a l e gi slative session this
function is rather difficult to. carry out in any meaningful way.
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(4) There are a numbe r of indicat i ons t hat t he Co lorado
General Ass embl y and the ci tizens of the state desi r e to continue
the concept of a part -time , citi zen- type legislat ure as opposed
to a ful l - t i me body which essential ly r e sults in servi ce in the
' legislature becomi ng a professi on .
Sugge sted Procedure
I t would appe ar t hat the most eff i cient and e conomical way
of utilizing t he Commi ttee s of Reference du r i ng t he i nterim i a t o
have the Legisl a tive Council designate the t wo parallel &ubj oct matter Senate and House commit tees t o serve as a Council commi ttee during t he i nterim bet ween s e s s ions . Thi s system would work
for the followi ng sub ject-matter commi t tees:
(1)

Educati on ;

(2)

Transpor t ation;

(3)

Finance ;

(4)

Local Government;

(5)

Judiciar y;

(6)

State Affairs ; and

(7)

Game, Fish and Parks .

These committees are identical i n each house. However, for the
remaining committees , because of di f f e rence s between the two
houses, t hree committees would have t o be combi ned into one for
the interim. These committees are :
(8) House Business ~£fairs , House Labor and Employment
Relations and the Senate Bus i ne ss and Labor committees to be
labeled Business and Labor f or the interim ;

(9 ) Senat e Healt h and Envi ronment , Senate In s titutions and
Welfare, and the House Healt h , Welfare and Institutions committees to be labeled Health, Welfare, Institutions and Environment
for the interim; and
(10) House Agriculture and Livestock, House Natural Resources, and Senate Agriculture, Li vestock and Natural Resources
committees to be labeled Agr i culture , Livestock and Natural Resources for the int erim.

This proposal does not encompass the two Appropriations
committees. Whether these two committees might be utilized by
the Joint Budget Commi ttee to supplement its activities during
the interim is s omethi ng that might be considered.
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The first problem that immediately comes to mind is that
these combinations would result in extremely large interim Council committees. To illustrate, based on committee assignments
.during the 1970 session, each of these Council committees would
have the following numbers of members:
(1)

Education

26

(2)

Transportation

27

(3)

Finance

27

(4)

Local Government

27

(5)

Judiciary

27

(6)

State Affairs

27

(7)

Game, Fish and Parks

24

(8)

Business and Labor Affairs

27

(9)

Health, Welfare, Institutions and
Environment

39

(10)

Agriculture, Livestock and Natural
Resources

41

Obvisously, even a 26 member committee would be extremely
unwieldly. However, most members of the Senate serve on five
committees of reference and most House members serve on three.
This, of course, results from the fact that the Senate has only
35 members as contrasted to the 65 members of the House. - Thus,
if the Council were to ask each House member which two of his
Committees of Reference he would prefer t o serve on during the
interim (and three committees in the case of a Senator) the numbers on the Council interim committees could be r educed. This
would make the committees a somewhat more workable size and certainly would reduce the cost of committee meetings.
This would result in 130 committee assignments for House
members during the interim and 105 for senators -- a total of
235 -- or an average of 23 members per committee, i.e., 13 House
members and 10 senators .
Even with the smaller number serving,it undoubtedly would
be necessary to establish a lesser quorum requirement to enable
the committees to function. Perhaps a quorum requirement of nine
would be reasonable under the circumstances. The Council would
have to exercise some discretion in committee as·signments; otherwise some committees would be too large and others too small.
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The Council would have t o take care that t he chairmanships
of the ten commi ttees were balanced bet ween the t wo houses. However, now that t he Council statute has been amended to provide
.equal representation from the two houses this shoul d not be any
problem. In any event, a tradition should be established of having the chairman and vice chairman from opposite houses .
One of the probl ems in recent years has been the number of
commi ttee meetings held duri ng lhe interim bet ween sessions. For
the past several years t he average has been i n exce ss of 100
meetings per interim. As the interims grow sho r ter (a result of
longer session 5), the number of meeting5 le aves less and l ess
s t aff t i me to accomplish the research e ach commit tee requires.
Also, that many meet ings constitutes a considerable i mposition on
the time of members .
With ten Counc il i nte r im committees,a regular schedule for
interim committee meeting s could be developed and f ollowed. For
example, a schedule such as follows could work t o the advantage
of all concerned .
(1)

Education - 1st Tuesday of each month:

(2)

Transpor tation - 1st Wednesday of each month;

(3)

Finance - 1st Friday of each month;

(4)

Local Government - 2nd Tue sday of each month;

(5)

Judi ciary - 2nd Wednesday of each month:

(6)

State Affairs - 2nd Friday of each month;

(7)

Game , Fi sh and Parks - 3rd Tuesday of each
month;

(8)

Business Affairs and Labo r - 3rd Wednesday of
each month;

(9 )

Health, Welfare, Institutions and Envi ronment
- 3rd Friday of each month; and

(10)

Agriculture, Livestock and Natural Resources
- 4th Tuesday of each month.

This procedure would enable a member to plan his schedule
for the interim much more advantageously than he now can. It
would mean a Senator would have thr ee days per mont h scheduled
and a House member two days per mont h .
Additional meetings could be pl anned when necessary and if
certain committ ees di d not need to meet, even monthly meetings
could be c ance lled .
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Generally this would r educe the total number of interim
committee meetings to appr oxi mately s i xty as opposed to the excess of 100 experienced during the past few years.
This objective c annot be achieved i f subcommittees are
created. There is a very definite t ende ncy on the part of committees which have several assi gnments and large membership to
want to divide into subcommittees, and thi s tendency must be discouraged if the advantages of this proposed system are to be realized.
Under this proposal the Counc il would sti l l have authority,
as it now has, to create smal le r speci al committees on specific
topics if it appeared to be desirable ; a Committee on Legislative
Procedures would be an exampl e .
The Council would continue , as at pre sent, t o exercise the
over-all managerial function for int erim r esearch activities,
including the approval of expendit ures , assignment of s taff, etc.
This procedure coul d r esult in reducing t he necessity for
issuing as many formal research r eports as is now t he case.
The man days of staff time that could be saved and utilized
for additional research merel y by reducing the number of committee
meetings (arranging such meetings, attending the meeti ngs and
preparing minutes of t hem) pl us a reduction in the number of formal reports would be t remendous .
In tenns of the problems enumer ated at t he beginning of
this memo, this procedure would result in:

(1) Results of studies conducted during the i nterim being
considered by largely the same peopl e who conducted the studies.
This would be especially true f or the even-year session,bu t even
following the conveni ng of a new General Assembl y undoubtedly
there would be conside r able continuity in the membership of Committees of Reference. In fact, thi s procedure would encourage
members to develop mo re e xperti se i n given areas of their choice,
a fact that would undoubtedly strengt hen the legisla t ure in the
long run.
(2) One of t he problems in responding to appeals by the
Council of State Governments' for a l egi s lative position on a
given federal question is : who speaks f or the state l egislature?
The answer is that no one c an act uall y s peak for the l egis lature.
However, a Council committee compri sed of more of t he membership
of the subject· matter committee of e ach house coul d certainly give
a good indication of what t he legislative point of view would be.
By meeting on a regul ar mont hly basis, the legi~lative b ranch
would be in a much better pos ition to act when the time i s appropriate than is now t he case . Also, it will enable legislators to
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be fully aware of state l egi slative action that wi ll be required
to implement new f ederal prog r ams.
(3) During t he interim,time could be spent with heads of
principal departments and t heir divi sion heads or aides in exercising the legislative oversight fu nc tion, i.e., seeing how well
laws are wo rking and finding out more about problems the principal departments of the executi ve br anch are having in c arrying
out policies of the General Assembly as promulgated in l aw.

( 4 ) The interim committees , subject to whatever limitations or directions the General As sembly and/or t he Council has
given them, would be able to detennine additional areas within
their subject matte r jur isdictions that might need study.
(5) It would appear that the proce·dure suggested above·
woul d enable Col orado to maintain its traditional concept of t he
part-time , citizen-type legislature and , yet, organize itself in
.such a way as to eff ectively meet t he problems i t is going to be
facing.
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OTHER RECOMMENDATIONS
-Electric Roll-Call System for the House
The Committee reiterates its 1969 recommendation 1/ that
an electric roll-call system should be installed in the Jfouse of
Representatives to help eliminate the considerable time presently
being spent on oral roll-calls.
In 1969, the Committee did not believe that the installation of an electric roll-call system in the Senate was feasible
due to its relatively small size.
In 1970, the legislature appropriated $80,000 for fiscal
year .. 1970-71 for the installation of an e l ect ric roll-call machine, but it was decided during the 1970 session to defer action
on the matter, which prevented installation in time for the 1971
session.
As part of the Committee's 1969 interim work, the Committee
witnessed demonstrations of two systems by the representatives of
the Communication Equipment and Engineering Company (CEECO) and
International Roll-Call Corporation, which, at that time, had
systems in -11 and 26 state legislatutres, re spectively.
In addition, Daktronics, Inc., a relatively new firm in the
field of legislative roll-call systems, presented a demonstration
for the benefit of the members of the General Assembly during the
1970 session. Prior to the demonstration in Colorado, Daktronics
had presented its system to the South Dakota Legislative Council.
CEECO and International Roll-Call offered the option
either t~ purchase a system outright or enter into a rental agreement. However, CEECO pref erred to sell its system outright,
while International Roll-Call has made provision for a "rental
and maintenance" agreement in most of the states where it has installed systems.
The terms of the proposals submitted to the Committee in
1969 by the two companies are detailed in the 1969 Report. Literature on each company and infonnation on their roll-call systems are on file in the Legislative Council Office.
Literature on the Daktonics roll-call system and a prospectus of that company is also on file in the Legislative Council
Office.

g

Le~islative Procedures in Colorado, Part IV, Colorado Legisla ive Council, ResearcnPublication No. 146, December, 1969,
PP• xx, 23, 85.
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Last Year the Committee did not recommend which system
should be acquired or whet her a roll-call system should be purchased or leased. The 1969 Committ ee believed that those ques.tions should have been t he responsibility of whatever body that
may be charged with making the final decision, e.g., the House
Services Committee or the Legislative Council.
Class One Printing Contract
Public printing for the state i s divided into four classes
by section 109-2-3, C.R~S. 1963: class one consists of legislative bills, resolutions, calenda rs, and Journals; class two is
the "Session Laws of Colorado"; class three is the Supreme Court
opinions; and class four printing are other types of printing
required by agencies. The Revisor of Statutes reports, the Colo. rado Revised Statutes, et c ., are provided f or separately in
Article 4 of Chapter 135, C.R.S. 1963.
Other sections of Article 2 of Chapter 109 authorizes the
legislature to establish the standards and specifications for
class one printing.
Analyses of class one printing for the 1969 and 1970 sessions indicated that costs could be reduced, if bid specifications were altered to accord with the actual volume of printing.
The Committee reviewed the 1969 and 1970 printing contract and
made several recommendations for change in the specifications
applicable to the 1971-72 contract. The Committee's recommendations, in turn, were transmitted to the House and Senate Services
Committees. An analysis of the 1969 and 1970 printing program
and a description of the changes recommended to the two services
committees are contained in this Report, commencing on page 51.
With some exceptions, t he services committees endorsed the recommendations made by the Committee and the bid specifications
adopted were advertised and were used by the State· Purchasing
Agent to award the contract, pursuant to law. There was a consensus that the lower bid submitted by the printing firm that was
awarded the contract represented more realistic prices than in
prior years and- should produce considerable savings .
One of the changes recommended by the Committee require an
.amendment to the Joint Rules. Another Committee recommendation
requires amendments to sections 63-2-12 and 63-2-13, C.R.S. ·1963.
(1) Joint Rule No. 10. It was detennined that the number
of copies ordered printed was much higher than the basic order
number shown in the 1969-70 contr act, and, as the number ordered
increased, so did the price.
Joint Rule No. 10 stipulates that there shall be 450 copies
9f each bill ordered printed; consequently, in recent printing
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true during t he latte r part of the se ssion when t he workload is
heaviest. With sessions extending into the night, there is requently insuf fici ent time to accurately complete t he engrossing
. process fo r bills pas s ed on second r eading du r ing the evening
and to otherwise complete the necessary paperwork before the start
of the next day' s se ssion. With lit tle or no time for doublechecking second readi ng amendments , mistake s may be inevitable and
t he applic able house would be pa ssing on third re ading legislat ion that may be dPfective. On occa sion, there i s not enough time
to reproduce and dis tributeto legisl ators eng rossed bills, third
reading calendars, and daily Journa ls. As a consequence , the
individual legislato r, who himself has had neither enough rest
nor time to digest the previous night's legislative action, may
be fac ed with the responsibility of voting on bills which may not
be error free and for which he does not have complete information.
(See Appendix D for rul e change ~)
Weekly Committee Bill Statu s Sheets
Pursuant to a 1968 recommendation by the Committee on Legislative Procedures, weekly committee bill stat us sheets were
prepared in the 1969 and 1970 sessions through use of automated
data processing equipment. Eac h week, a status sheet was prepared for each commi ttee of refe rence which showed by number,
title, and prime sponsor every bill pending committee action as
of Friday afte rnoon.
In 1969 and 1970 , committee bill status sheets were distributed to the appl i cable commit t ee chairmen and the leadership,
Chief Clerk of the House , Senate Sec retary, and various legislative service agencies. The status sheet s were i ntended to expedite the work of commit tee chairmen in planning f uture committee
workload. They were also intended to aid the Hou se and Senate
leadership in assigning bills to committees, as well as help the
leadership determine where particular bills were located.
The Committee on Legi s l ative Procedures recommends that,
commencing with the 1971 session, committee members as well as
the chairman receive a weekly bill status sheet. The Committee
believes that such information would be valuable i nformation for
all members to receive.
Some delays have resulted in issuing the status sheets.
At times , the list of bills pending in committee the previous
Friday we r e not distributed until the middle ~r toward the end of
the next week, which was too late to be of much practical value.
The Committee believes that procedures should be established to
allow for the preparation of st atus sheets over the weekend so
they will be available f or distribution early in the week.
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Men's Legislative Lounge
The Committee recommends that the Senate and House Services Committees investigate t he pre sent uses of the men's legislative lounge, and suggest possible additional or more effective uses of the area.
Presently, the men's lounge appears to be utilized to a
minor extent by the members of the General Assembly. For this
reason, the Committee felt that thi s area could be put to more
effective use. The Committee suggested that the room could be
used as a work area for l egislators if the lounge were equipped
with a number of desks, typewrit ers, and telephones. It was also
suggested that this s pace could be used as a work area for the
legislative interns.
Silent Typewriters
The Committee recommends that the Sec retary of the Senate
and the Chief Clerk of t he Hou s e of Representatives contact a
typewriter finn in orde r to f i nd a solution to t he typewriter
noise problem that exists in both Chambe rs of the General Assembly. Committee members suggest that the use of heavier pads and
accoustical boards be considered. Some membe r s of the Committee
felt "silerit" typewriters would not , i n themselves, offer a solution to the noise problem.
Legislative Intern Program
Commencing with the 1967 session, students from various
colleges and univers ities in t he Denver metropolitan area have
been assigned to indivi dual legisl ators to serve as legislative
aides and to attain an understanding of the legi s l ative process.
There were some 15 l e gislative aides assigned to legislators in
the 1970 session.
The Committee confe r red with representatives from the Univers i t y of Col orado and the Universi t y of Denver to he ar a proposal for the implementation of a Legislative Intern Program in
the 1971 session under which interns would be allowed college
credit for participation . Appearing before the Committee were
Representative Richard Lamm; Mr. Howard Gelt, University of Denver; and Mr. Herb Mazzola. Mr. J ames Bessee, Mr. Dan Sloan, and
Mr. Thomas Kitsos, University of Colorado. Accordi ng to the proposal made to the Commi ttee, t he program, sponsored jointly by
the Universit y of Color ado and the University of Denver, is intended to serve the f ollowing three purpo ses:
(1)

Education through providing traini ng in the
l egislati ve process.
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(2)

Communication through interrelationships with
individual legislators, service agencie s of
the legislature and the instit utions of higher
learning from which the interns are drawn.

(3)

Assistance through supplemental services to
the members of the legisl ature and staff such
as l ong term research, constituency contacts,
publ i city work, committ ee reporting and any
other task as may be assigned.

Some Committee members had raised questions relating to
the overall objectives of the program, the rules and regulations
governing the decorum of the indi viduals serving as interns
while in the Chambers, and the operating procedures of the' pro•
gram.
In concept , the Committ ee recommends the adoption of the
Legislative Interim Program. However, the coordinators of the
program are asked to confer with the House and Senate Services
Committees concerning the adoption of further guidelines of some
of the program's specifics, such as finding suitable working
space for the interns and guidelines on decorum.
..
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Appendix A
LEGISLATIVE CODE OF CONDUCT

1

~

Ii

Resolved .QY the Senate of the Forty-eighth General

2

Assembly .2! .!h,g_ State of Colorado, the House of Repre sentatives

3

concurring herein:
That the Joint Rules of the Senate and the House of Repre-

4

5 sentatives be amended BY THE ADDITION OF A NEW JOINT RULE to
6

read:
JOINT RULE NO. 26

7

8
9

10

(A)

Definitions.

As used in this joint rule, unless the

context otherwise requires:

(1)

"Close economic associate" or "close economic associa-

11 tion" means the legislator's employer, client, employee, and

12 partner or associate in busine ss or professional activities; en13

terprises of which a legislator is a director or officer; corpo-

14 rations in which a legi slator owns more than ten percent of the

15 outstanding capital stock; and an enterprise which is his signi16 ficant unsecured creditor, or of which he is a signifiGant credi-

17 tor, and a trust of which he is a beneficiary.

It does not mean

18 a bank or savings and l oan association in which his interest is

19 in the fonn of an account; nor an officership, directorship, or
20

employment in a political, religious, charitable, or educational

21 entity which returns compensation to him of l ess than one thous-
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l

and dollars per year.
( 2)

2

"Close relative" means the spouse of the legislato r and

3 .the followi ng natuiral, adoptive , and adopted members of the legi s4

lator's f amily and the fami ly of his spouse:

Mothe r, fat her,

5 children, brothers, and sisters.
6

(3)

"Committee" means the committee on legislative conduct .

7

(4)

"Enterprise" means corporation, partnership, proprie-

8

torship, association or other legal entity (other than an estate

9 or tru st) engaged in business fo r profit . ,
(5)

10
11

"Lobbyi s t" means any person employed by or r epresenting

another person having a personal special interest, who seeks to

12 influence the action of any member of the general assembly, or any

13 of i ts committees , concerning any measure propo sed or pending be-

14 fo re t he genera l a ssembly.

The tenn does not include a member of

1~ the executive or judicial department or an officer of any politic al
16

subdivision of the s tate furnishing i nfo nnation or expre ssing the

17 off icial views of his agency or political subdivision, nor does it

18 i nclude a constituent seeking to inf luence his own senator or rep-

19 resent ative, no r an individual s peaking or writing to an individual
20

legislator, nor an expert wit ness appearing before a committee of

21

the general assembly, nor any office r of a political party speak-

22 i ng or writi ng to legislato rs f r om his part y.
23

(6)

"Comm ttee papers" means the reports, s tatements, writ-

24 ten opinions, and other documents of the commi ttee filed with or

25 developed by t he committee pursuant to the provisions of this joint
26

27

rule .
(7)

"Person" and " another" means an individual, partnership,

28 association, corporation, or other legal enti ty.
29
l

(8)

l

"St at e agency" means every department, commi ssion ,

2 board, division, office, council , or other agency created as part
3 .of the state governme nt pursuant to law and supported by stat e
4
~

moneys.
(B)

Conflicts of interest - personal or privat e interests

6 versus public inte r est - defini t i on .

(1 ) Subject to a r ticle V,

7

section 43, of the state constitution, a legislator has the right

8

to vote upon all questions before the house of which he i s a mem-

9

ber and to partici pate in the business o f the house and i t s commit-

10 t ees, and i n so doing, he is presumed to act in good f ait h and in
11

the public interest.

When a legisl ato r 's personal interest con-

12 flicts with the public interest and tends to affect his independence

13 of judgment , his l egisl ative acti vities are subject to limi tations.

14 Where any such conflict exists, i t disqualifies him from voting

l!> upon any question and from attempting to influence any legi s l at ion
16 to which it relates.
17

(·2)

A question arises as to whether a personal or private

18

interest-tends to affect a legislator's independence of j udgment

19

if the legislat or:

20

(a)

Has or acquires a substanti al economic i nterest by

21

reason of his pe r sonal situation , distinct from that held generally

22

by members of his occupation, profession, or business , in a me asure

23

proposed or pending before the general assembly ; or has a clos e

24

relative or close economic associate with such an i nterest.

2~

(b)

Has or acquires a fina ncial interest in an ente r prise,

26

direct or indirect, which enterprise or interest would be affected

'Z1

by proposed l egi slation differently than like enterprises.

28 .

29

(c)

Has or acquires a close economic association with, or

is a close r el ative of, a person who has a financial int erest i n an
li

l

enterprise, direct or indirect, which enterprise or interest would

2

be affected by proposed legislation differe nt ly than l ike enter -

3 • prices .

( d)

4

Has or acquires a close economic assoc i ation with, or

5

is a clo se relative of, a person who is a l obbyist , or who employs

6

or has employed a lobbyi st, to propose l egisl ation or to influence

7

proposed l egislation on which the legi slator has or may be expect ed

8 to vote .

9

{e)

Accepts a gift, loan , se rvice ,' or economic opportunity

10 of s i gnificant value f rom a person who would be affected by or who
11 has an inter est in an enterprise which would be affected by pro12

posed legislation.

This provision shall l ikewise apply where such

13 gift, loan, se rvice, or opportunity i s accepted by a cl ose relative

14 of the l egi slator.
1~ case s:

It shall not normally apply in the fol lowing

a commercially reasonable loan made i n the ordinary course

16 of busine ss by an institution authorized by the laws of this state

17 to engage in the busi ness of making l oans; an occ asi onal nonp~cuni18

ary gift, insignif icant in value ; a nonpecuniary award publicly

19 pre sented by a nonprofit organization in recogni t ion of public ser20 vice; or payment of or reimbursement for act ual and necessary ex-

21 penditures for trave l and subsistence for a l egislator's personal
22 attendance at a convention or other meeti ng at which he is sched23 uled to participate and f or which attendance no r eimbursement is
24 made by the state of Colorado.
25

(C)

Undue influence - defini tion.

(1)

A legi slato r, by

26 reaso n of his offi ce , is or may be in a positi on to bring undue in27

flue nce on othe r legislators, public offici als, or private persons.

28 To use this potentj~l f or economic or priv~te gain i s an abuse of

29
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1 office and a matte r of concern to the body of which he is a member,

2 whether or not the act is also punishable under the criminal laws.
3 ·
4

(2)

The fol lowing limitations shall apply to l egislat ive

conduct and violations a re declared t o constitu te undue influence:

5

(a)

A legi slator shall not use hi s publi c position, ~nten-

6

tionally or otheIWise, t o obtain o r attempt to obtain any confi-

7

dential information or special advantage for hi mself , a close rela-

8

tive, or a close economic associate.

9

(b)

A legis lator shal l not se ll goods or services to a

10 state agency i n a transation not governed by the laws relating to
11

public purchasing by competit ive bidding, or intercede fo r or rep-

12

resent another in so doing; nor shall he in any way be interested

13

in any contract to furnish supplies, printing, repairs, or fu rnish-

14 ings to the general assembly or any other state agency, contrary
15 to section 29 of article V of the state constitution.

16

(c)

A legi slator shall not solicit, receive, offer, or give

17 any bribe, contra+'{ to the state constitution and the provisi ons
18 of sections 40-7-5 and 40-7-6 and 40-7-43 to 40-7-45 , C. R. S. 1963;
19 · nor shall he accept or give any compensation, gratuity, or reim20

bursement for voting upon any question or for attempting to influ-

21

ence legi s lation.

22

(d)

A legislator shall not give or offer to give his vote

23 in consideration of the vote of another member, contrary to the
24 provisions of section 40 of article V of the state constitution.

25

(e)

A l egislator shall not attempt to influence any public

26 official by deceit or threat, contrary t o section 42 of article V
XI

of the state constitution and sections 40-7-59 and 40-7-60, C.R.S.

28 · 1963.
29
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2

( D)
duties.

Committee on legisl ative conduct created - powers and

There i s creat ed a commit tee on legislative conduct , con-

3 . sisting of two members of each house of the gene ral assembly, one
4

of whom shall be appointed by the majority floor leader of each

5

hous e, and one of whom shall be appointed by the minori t y floor

6

l eader of each house.

-

(1) The chairman of the committee shall be el ected by a

7

In the event two or more persons

8

majority vote of the committee.

9

have an equ al number of votes, the chairman shall be determined

10

by lot, to be cast a s the committee may determine.

11

bers of the init i al committee, appointments shall be made no later

12

than t en days afte r the convening of t he first regul ar session of

13 the general assembly hel d i n each odd-numbered year.

Except for mem-

Membership

14

on t'f!m ~ommittee shall terminate upon the convening of the first

15

?r~gal ar session of the general assembly held in each odd-numbered

16 ye-ar, but a member may be appointed to succeed himself on the com17

mi.ttee.

18

ln the s ame manner as origi~ai appointments .

Vac ancies in the ·ciommittee's membership shall be filled

19

(2 )

The committee shall :

20

(a)

Inquire into que stions of confl ict of interest or undue

21

i nfluenre under. t his joint rule, and the misuse

of any committee

22 1papers fil ed with the committee pursuant to this joint rule, rende r

23 iopinions the reon, and recommend punishment to be imposed upon of2ll
2S

'fe nders.
(b)

Recommend addition s to and changes in this joint rule,

26 -and t he rule s of ed.ther house respecting legislative conduct, vot2'1

iing di squalifica'tti:ons, disclosure reports, and procedures to be

28 li,l lowed .

29
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l

(c)

Adopt rule s of commit t ee procedure not i ncons i stent

2 with law or t he rule s of t he t wo house s .
3

(3)

The committe e may function wi t hout r egard to rece s s

4

periods or adjournment s i ne di e of t he general as s embly.

Members

,

of the committee shall recei ve per diem al l owance s and r ei mburse-

6 ment for actual and necess ary expense s , t he same as any other leg7
8

9

islative committee.
(4)

For the purpos es of this joi nt rul e , t he committee

shall have the power to s ubpoena witnesses• take t e stimony under

10 oath, and to assemble records and document s, by subpoena duces
11

tecum or otherwise, with t he same power and authorit y a s courts of

12

record, and may apply to cour ts of recor d for the enforcement of

13 these powers.

The she r iff of any county shal l serve any subpoena

14 on written orde r of the committ ee i n the same manne r as process is

1, served in civil actions.

Wi tne sses subpoened to appear bef ore the

16 committee shall receive the same fees and expenses as wi tnesses in

17 civil cases.
18

(5)

The committee shal l gi ve any legislator unde r inquiry

19 an opportunity to be heard ; t o be advised and assisted by legal
20

counsel; to produce wi t nesses and of fe r evidence; and to cross ex-

21

amine witnesses.

22

(6)

Actions of t he committee as provided by t hi s j oint rule

23 require the concur r ence of thr ee member s.
24

25

(E)

Disclosure of interest.

In o rder to provide the commit-

tee with basic infonnation, every legis l ator shall fi l e with the

26 committee, on or bef ore J anuary f ifteenth of each year, a written
'Z1

report in such f onn as the commi t t ee shal l prescribe, giving the

28

following infonnat ion:

29
lv

( 1)

1

A list identifying by name (together with such informa-

2 t ion a s may be required for complete identi fi cation) all ente~3 ,pri ses and t heir principal type o f economic acti vity , from which
4

the legislator, or his spouse or minor childr en l iving with him,

5

de rived during the last preceding calendar year, or expects to de-

6

r ive i n t he current calendar year, directly or indi rectly, at l east

7

one t housand dol lars in ordinary income or fi ve t hou sand dollars

8

in capital gains.

Ne ither t he nature of the payments nor the dol-

9 lar amounts need be st ated, but payment s r ecei ved from an interme10

diate enterpri se should also be at tributed, where possible, to the

11 o riginal source.
12

(2)

A l i~t identi fyi ng by name {together with such i nfor-

13 mation as may be requi red fo r complete identification) all enter14 prises and their principal t ype of e conomic activity, in which the

1~ legisl ator, or his spouse or mino r children living with him, as of
16 the last preceding December 31, had an economic int e rest with either

17

a market or book value of t en thousand dollars or more, including

18

situations where such interest is as a c reditor or·unsecured deb-

19 tor.
20

Interest as a stockholder or bondholder may be excluded, un-

less the legislator, his spouse, and minor child ren own ten per-

21 cent or more of- any class of out s tanding stock or bonds of the is22

suing corporation.

23

(3)

A list of all interests in real property which the

24

legislator, his spouse, or any mino r child l ivi ng with him, wishes

25

to sell or rent t o the state or has r eason to believe the state may

26

wish to buy or rent.

27
28

(4)

A list identifying by name all persons from whom. a

legi slator derives income , gifts , or other benefit s of monetary

29
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l

value, directly or indirectly, which are intended to suppl ement the

2

compensation or r eimbursements he receives from the state as pro-

3 . vided by law.

·4

,

(5)

A list i dentifying by name each economic association

or close relative of the legislato r, o r his spouse or mino r chil-

6 dren living with him, that may be expected to be engaged as a lob-

7 byist during the current session of the general assembly.
8

(6)

A list of all enterprises of which the legislator is

9 the owner or a director, officer, or partner.
10
11

(F)

Determination regarding conflict and undue influence

situations --- committee procedure.

A

question arising unde r para-

12 graph (8 ) or (C) of this joint rule shall be initiated and resolved

13 as hereinafter provided:

14

(1) · A legislator, affected with

a

situation or engaged in

1~ an activity t hat he thinks may be or appear to be a conflict under

16 paragraph (S) or a violation under paragraph (C), may fi le with
17 the committee a signed statement in which he describes the circum-

18 stances of the possible conflict or violation.

If the question

19 pertains to paragraph (B), the statement shall describe the circum20 stances of the possible conflict and the identity of the bill or

21 other measure to which such conflict

relates .

If the question

22 pertains t o paragraph (C), the statement shall describe the activi-

23 ties in quest ion and the nature of the legislator's participation.

24 By signing the statement, the legislator acknowledges the truth of

25 the statement.
26

(2)

The committee, by a majority vote, may initiate an in-

,:, qui ry into pos sible violation of paragraphs (B) or (c) of this
28

joint rule.

In a letter, signed by the chairman of the committee,

29
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l

the legislator involved shall ba apprised of the possi ble conflict

2 or violation, and, as applicable, the identity of the bill or other
3 measure to whi ch such conflict relates , or the act ivity in question
4

and t he nature of t he legislator's participation that may involve

~

undue influence.

6

confer with the committee or to file a signed statement desc ribi ng

7

the ci rcumstances of the possibl~ conflict or violation.

8

signed statement is requested, the legislator shall submit such

9

statement within three days after receipt of the request .

The letter may request the l egislator eit her t o

If a

Nothing

10 in this section shall prevent the committee from inqui ring i nto a
11

l egisl ator's possible conflict of interest or use of undue influ -

12 ence and rendering a written opinion to him thereon, even though

13 t he activity ceased o r the vote was cast prior to the inqui ry or

14 t he rendering of the 9pinion.

The contents of the opinion shall

1~ not be made public, nor printed ln the journal unless penni tted

16 pursuant to paragraph (H) of this joint rule.

No such inqui ry shall

17 take place or opi nion be rendered more than twelve months afte r the
18

19

acti vity ceased or the vote was cast.
(3)

If a question i s raised under either paragraphs (F) (1)

20 or (2) of this joint rule, the legislator involved may request a
21

conf erence with.the committee to describe the circumstance s of the

22 possible conf l ict or vi olation, or the committee may set a hearing
23 on the matter, infonn the legislator under inquiry thereof, and

24 advise him of his rights under paragraph (o} (5) .

Neither a con-

25 fere nce nor a hearing shall preclude the holding of t he other.

26

(4)

I f, after receiving a request by the commi~tee pursuant

27

to paragraph (F) (2), a legislator f ails or refuses to appear or

28

f ails o r ref uses to submit a signed statement, the committee may

29
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1 nevertheless proceed with its inquiry int o the possible conflict
2 or violation and reach its conclu sions.

(5)

3

A written opinion on the possible conflict or violation

4

signed by a majority of the commi ttee may be submitted to the legis-

,

lator in any case, whether the question arose under subparagraph

6

(F) (1) or (F) (2).

.

7

(6)

Such written opinion shall state that:

8

(a}

A

conflict or violation appears to exist on specifical-

9 ly identified matters, and, pursuant to this joint rule and to
10 secti on 43 of arti cle V of t he s tate constitution, the legislator
11 should disclose the fact to the house of which he is a member and

12 should refrain from voting on such matters, whether in committee,
13 the committee of the whole , or the applicable house itself: or

14

(b) ·No confl i ct or vi ol ation appears to exist which would

1~ prevent the legislat or from vot ing and othe i:wise participating in
16 the legislative process fairl y , ob jectively , and i n the public

17 interest in relation to the matter s desc ribed; or

18

(c)

No undue infl uence appe ar s to .e xist; or

19

(d)

A

20

violation of undue influence appears to exist, con-

trary to the provi si ons of paragraph (C ) of thi s joint rule, and

21 that the legislator must cease such act ivity; but if it appears
22 that there is a vi ol at ion of a c riminal l aw specified under para23 graph (C) (2) (C) or (C) ( 2 ) (e), the c ommittee shall deliver a

24 copy of the opinion and all pe r tinent committ ee. papers to the ap-

25 propriate district attorney.

26

(e)

However, if no conflict or undue influence appears to

Z7 exist, no written opinion shall be made , unless requested by the
28 legislator to which the opi ni on relates.

29
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2

(G)

When l egisl ator pennitted to vote.

Nothing in para-

graph (F) (6 ) of this j oint rule shall be construed a s prohibiting

3 . a l egi s l ator from voting for a bill or other measure whose pa s sage
4

would advers el y affect his personal or pri vate inte re st, or from

5 voting against a bill or other measure whose defeat would adversely

6

affect his personal or private interest; and nothing in paragraph

7

(F ) (6) of this joint rule shall be construed to prevent a l egisla-

8

t or f rom voting on the report of the committee of the whole, unless

9

such vote is conducted solel y on the bill or measu r e in which he

10 has a personal or pri vate interest .
11
12

(H)

Publ ication of opinions .

A copy of the written opinion

submitted to a legislator pursuant to paragraph (F) of thi s joint

13 rule shal l be kept on f ile by the committee.

I t shall be reported

14 to the appropriate house and published in the journal if:

l~

(1)

Reque sted by the legislator to whom the opinion is ad-

16 dressed;
17

18

(2)

The committee determines that t he l egi s lator, after

receiving an opinion addressed to him, voted f or or against a bill

19 or other measure or e ngaged in an activi t y, contrary to that opi20
21

nion; or
(3)

The- legi slator di sagrees with the opinion and desires

22 to submi t t he matter to a decis i on of the appr opri ate hou se, in
23 which event the house s hall detenni ne such question by majority

24 vote of all membe r s thereof .
25

(I)

Commi t t ee secretary - fi l es.

The stat e auditor shall

26

serve ex officio as secretary to the committee and he shall be t he

27

official custodi an of al l committee papers fil ed with the commit-

28 tee pursuant t o t his article.

He shall perfo rm the following

~
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l

duties and responsi bilities , which shall not be delegat ed to any

2

other person:

3

(1)

The secret ary shal l mai ntain an individual file contain-

4

ing the committee pape rs for each member of the general assembly.

5

Such papers are confidential and shall not be inspected by any

6

other person, except the i ndivi dual legislato r himself , who shall

7

have access to his own file, and t he members of t he committee.

No

a such file or any committee paper therein shall be copied, excerpted•
9 or released, except as provided in paragraph (H) of this joint rule.
10 or except in r el ation to disciplinary action by the applicable house
11 or for purposes of prosecution.
12

(2)

All pape r s in a legislator' s file shall be maintained by

13 the secretary for t he curr ent year and the last preceding year only.
14 No later than January 20 of each year, the secretary shall r eturn

1~ to each member of the general assembl y all the committee papers
16 in the member' s f ile that are more than twelve months old; except

17 that such papers shall be returned to a fonner legislator (or the
18 executor or admi ni strator of his estate in the event of his death)
19 immediately after he ceases to be a member of the general assembly.
20

(J)

Violations - penalties.

(1)

A legislator who violates

21 .any provision o~ this joint rule, or induces, attempts t o induce,
22

aids, or abets another to violate any provision of this joint rule,

23

or who knowingly files a false statement under paragraph (F ) or a

24 false report under paragraph (E) of this joint ·rule, is in contempt
25 of the general a ssembly and shal l be punished as his pare nt house

26 provides.
27

(2)

Nothing in this joint rule shall limit the power of each

28 house of the general assembly, as prescribed in article V, sect ion
29 12, of the state constitution; and nothing shall be construed to
l xi

l

to prevent prosecution in the courts of the state for violations of

2 criminal laws specified in paragraphs (C) (2) {c) and (C) (2) (e)
3 .of this joint rule.
4

(K)

Applicability of joint rule.

The provisions of this

~

joint rule shall not apply as the basis for the recall of any mea-

6

sure by either house nor otherwise constitute the basis to contest

7 the validity of any legislative action on any bill or other mea8

sure on which a vote was cast by any member of either house in vio-

9

lation of this joint rule.

10

(L)

Effective date.

This joint rule shall take effect

11 July 1, 1971.

12
13
14
1~

16
17

18

19
~

21
22
23
24

25

26
~
~
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Appendix A-1

1

A BILL FOR AN ACT

2

CONCERNING TIIE CRIME OF CONTINl7f OF rnE GENERAL ASSEMBLY, AND PROVIDING

3
4

,

6

FOR IBE PUNISHMENT THEREFOR.
Be it enacted ~ the General Assembly of the State of Colorado:

- SECTION 1.

Article 2 of chapter 63, Colorado Revised Statutes 1963,

as amended, is amended BY TilE ADDITION OF A NEW SECTION to read:

7

63-2-33.

Contempt of the general assembly - punishment.

Pursuant

8

to the provisions of section 12 of article V of the state constitution,

9

any person who violates any rule of either house of the general assembly

.

10

or any joint rule of the two houses prescribing the conduct of persons

11

other than members of the two houses of the general assembly is guilty of a

12

misdemeanor and upon conviction shall be punished by a fine of not more than

13

one thousand dollars, or by imprisonment in the county jail for not more

14

than six months, or by both such fine and imprisonment.

l~
16

17

SECTION 2.

Effective date.

SECTION 3.

Safety clause.

This act shall take effect on July 1,

1971.
The general assembly hereby finds, deter-

·19

mines, and declares that this act is necessary for the i111nediate preservation

19

of the public peace, heal th, and safety.

20

21

22
23

24

25
26
27

28

29
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Appendix A--2

1
2
3

4

5
6
7

A BILL FOR AN ACT
COOCERNING SPECIAL CCM-1l1TEES OF 1HE GENERAL ASSEMBLY, AND PROVIDING FOR
TIIE CREATION, POWERS, AND DlITIES OF
Be it enacted

~

nm

SAME.

the General Assembly of the State of Colorado:

- SECTION 1. Article 2 of chapter 63, Colorado Revisc<l Statutes 1963,
as amended, is amended BY lliE ADDITION OF A NEW SECTION to read:
63-2-32.

Special corrmittees.

The general assembly may, by resolution,

8

create one or more special comrni ttees to serve both during and in the interims

9

between sessions of the general assembly relating to the transaction of bus-

10

iness of the two houses.

11

subpoena powers of any such committee shall be prescribed by the resolution

12

creating the same, but any such resolution may be amended from time to time.

13

The meetings and records of any such c01T1T1ittee shall be closed meetings and

14

confidential records only to the extent prescribed in any such resolution.

The membership, powers, duties, compensation, and

15

SECTION 2.

Effective <late.

This act shall take effect July 1, 1971.

16

SECTION 3.

Safety clause.

The general assembly hereby finds, detcr-

17

mines, and declares that this act is necessary for the immediate preservation

·18

of the public peace, heal th, and safety.

19
20

21
22

23

24

25
26
27

28
29
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Appendix B

NUMBER OF BILLS ORDERED PRINTED
Joint Rule No. 10
There shall be printed 4eQ 600 copies of all .
bills ordered printed by staRaiR~-eeMMitteee-e~
eithe~-he~sey-~Rlees-the-SeRate-e~-Me~ee-ef-Re~~e9eA~atives,-er-eAy-staAaiA!-eeMMittee-she~~-ethe~wise-eraery-iA-whieh-eveAt-Aet-~ese-theA-29Q-Ae~
me~e-theR-69Q-ee~ies-shali-he-~~iRtea-ae-e~«e~ea-hy
eithe~-he~sey

THE SECRETARY OF THE SENATE OR CHIEF

CLERK OF THE HOUSE.

MORE THAN 600 COPIES MAY BE

INITI_ALLY ORDERED WITH THE APPROVAL OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE SENATE OR SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE, AS THE
CASE MAY BE.
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Appendix C
l
2
3
4
~

6

7

A BILL FOR AN ACT
CONCERNING 1HE DISPOSITION OF JOURNALS OF 1HE SENATE AND HIE

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
Be it enacted~ the General Assembly of the State of Colorado:
SECTION 1. 63-2-12, Colorado Revised Statutes 1963, is amended
to read:
63-2-12. Disposition of journals.

The secretary of state

8

nm SENATE AND

9

shall deliver one copy of each of the publi~hed journals t o the

TIIE QUEF

CLERK OF 11-IE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

10

county clerks of the several counties of the state who shall keep them

11

on file for public inspection, one copy to each member of the general

12

assembly, and one copy to the supreme court library.

13

of state Tilli SENATE AND

14

TIVES shall retain sufficient copies for other official uses.

15
16
17

11-ffi

The secretary

O-UEF CLERK OF TI-IE HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-

SECTION 2. 63-2-13, Colorado Revised Statutes 1963, is amended
to read:
63-2-13. Cost of publication.

The-serviees-reqttired-te-be

·1a

perfenned-by- the-seeretary-ef -s tate-shall-be-dene-a.nd-perfef'Jfled-by-him

19

as-ene-ef-the-dttties-ef-his-effiee-aRd-withettt-a.ny-extra-fee,-eharge

20

er-eefflf}ensatien-whatseeveT~ The cost of the publication of said

21

journals shall be paid out of any money available and appropriated

22

for the payment of the incidental and contingent expenses of the general

23

assembly.

24

SECTION 3. Safety clause. 111e general assembly hereby finds,

25

determines, and declares that this act is necessary for the :immediate

26

preservation of the public peace, health, and safety.

27

28

29
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Appendix D
NO SESSIONS AFTER 6:00 P.M.
House Rule No. 4
(a) The regular hours of meeting of the House
of Representatives shall be 10:00 a.m. daily. unless otherwise ordered.

NO DAILY SESSION SHALL

EXTEND PAST 6:00 P.M.
Senate Rule No. 1
(a) The regular hour of meeting of the Senate,
unless otherwise ordered, shall be 10 o'clock a.m.
daily.

NO DAILY SESSION SHALL EXTEND PAST 6 O'CLOCK

P.M.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE CAPITOL COMPLEX: EXECUTIVE,
JUDICIAL AND LEGISLATIVE SPACE REQUIREMENTS
The origin of what is known as the "Capitol Complex" commenced in January, 1869, when Henry C. Brown deeded to the Colorado Territorial Government a tract of land for the territory's
Capitol site, bounded today by 14th artd Colfax Avenues and
Lincoln and Grant Streets • .!/ Denver was legally selected as
the Capitol City in November, 1881, in accordance with Article
VIII, Section 2 of the State Constitution. In 1883, the Fourth
General Assembly passed a statute that provided funds for the
start of construction of a State Capitol Building and the creation of the seven-member Board of Capitol Mangers which was
charged with the responsibility of selecting an architect and
overseeing the planning and construction of the building. On
July 4, 1890, the. cornerstone was laid and, in 1908, the structure was completed for an approximate cost of $2.7 million.
State Museum Building. When the Capitol was dedicated in
1890, it was believed that the Capitol would satisfy space needs
of agencies for years to come. However, in what has become to
be the rule rather than the exception throughout the history of
the Capitol Complex in this century, even before the Capitol
Building was completed in 1908, the Board of Managers was reporting a contrary conclusion. For example, in December, 1904, the
Board, which had the legal responsibilities for space assignments
and utilization, reported that problems already were arising due
to a shortage of space. By 1906, the Board reported that several
departments of government demanded more space, particularly the
Historical Society, whose collections of exhibits and papers were
growing. In order to solve the latter problem, the Board in
1906, made the following recommendation to the legislature:
Provision should be made for these exhibits, and
for the State papers of the State Historical Society, in a fireproof building in the vicinity of
the State Capitol; ••• and for ••• the purchase of a
suitable site and erection thereon of an appropriate building. Y

g

An excellent history of the development of the Capitol Complex up to the construction of the State Services Building
is contained in the following Master of Arts thesis: William R. Pyle, "History of the Colorado State Capitol Complex," (unpublished Master's thesis, Department of History,
University of Denver, March 1962).
ill,g., p. 42.
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In addition, there was a growing need for more space in the Capitol Building, occassioned by the creation of more state agencies. Thus, the 1909 session of the General Assembly appropriated $100,000 for the purchase -0f a site in the immediate vicinity for the construction of a State Museum Building. By the end
of 1914, the Museum Building was completed at a cost of approximately $540,000, including $35,000 for the site.
State Office Buildin9 -- Larld Acquisition Policy. The
Board of Managers did not limit its recommendations to acquiring
an appropriate site for the construction of a Museum Building.
In 1912, for instance, the Board recommended the purchase of the
three remaining corner lots opposite the north and south wings
of the Capitol Building. The three sites, for which $120,000
was appropriated by the General Assembly in 1917, were acquired
between 1917 and 1919. Eventually, these sites were used for
the State Office Building, the Capitol Annex, and the State Services Building.
With respect to the State Office Building, the increased
demands for space during World War I and the existence of new
federal agencies were key factors leading to its construction.
The General 'Assembly, responding to a recommendation made by the
Board of Managers in 1918, established a joint conunittee to
consider the possibility of constructing another building in addition to the Museum Building. The 1919 session of the General
Assembly received the joint committee's favorable report, which
noted that existing buildings were "badly congested" and there
was an immediate need for a new building "to accommodate offices
·of the Executive Departments of the State Government." Y The
State Office Building, desianed and constructed to harmonize with
the Capitol and Museum Buildings, was opened in 1921, at a construction cost of $1.5 million.
Capitol Annex and Heating Plant. By 1940, both the State
Capitol Annex ~nd the heating plant were completed. The Annex
was built in re~ponse to state government's increasing complexity
and size during the decade between 192o·and 1930, which meant
that apace was again at a premium in the Capitol Complex. During this period, the state commenced the practice of renting
apace in downtown Denver. A contributing complication was added
when numerous federal agencies were competing for space in the
same area. Thus, by mid-1935, the Colorado Executive Council,
which had replaced the Board of Capitol Managers as the ove~eer
of space utilization in the Complex, had decided to seek federal
. help ln the construction of a new building to meet the increas•

,V' Rouse Journal, 24th Session, _{March 4, 1919) p. 1040.
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ing demands on existing facilities. In 1935, the Superintendent
of Public Buildings was authorized to make formal application for
United States Government aid under the Public Works Administra.tion (PNA). Financing for the new building was arranged on a 4555 matching basis, with the state assuming 55 percent of the
cost.
Financinq. In 1917, the General Assembly passed a statute establishing a state-wide mill levy for the Capitol Building
Fund in order to finance the construction of the State Office
Building. This act was amended in 1919 to finance construction
of the State Office Building. The 1917 act was passed:
••• for the purpose of maintaining, supporting, improving, furnishing and refurnishing the Capitol
and Colorado museum buildings and grounds, for the
purchase of additional ground and the construction
of additional buildings, and for maintaining, supporting, improving, furnishing, and refurnishing
the same, ••• i/
An additional mill levy was passed by the legislature in
1921, for the years 1922-1925, to complete the construction of
the State Office Building that had opened in 1921. ,2,/ In order
to finance .the 55 percent state
share of the Capitol Annex
and heating plant project, a mill levy was again relied upon to
finance the construction; the tax was to start in 1937 .and to
run for 10 years. The overall cost was approximately $1.-26 million, with the state and federal government shares at $700,000
. and $560,000, respectively. Y
·
'

.

State Services Building. After World War II, many state
agencies were renting space in downtown offices. In 1946 and
1947, the annual rental amounted to approximately $60,000 per
year. The Superintendent of Capitol Buildings in 1949, informed
the Governor that "the state faces a problem of major proportions in providing space and facilities for various state departments" and he noted that the "state is paying more than $96,000
annually in rentals." 7/ Authority for construction of the present State Services BuiTding was granted in 1947, by the General
Assembly, but start of construction was postponed until 1958.
By 1959, approximately $3.8 million had been accumulated through
the building mill levy funds, with the new building taking approximately $3.7 million of that amount. But a survey conducted

e Laws of Colorado, 1921.
5810, Mill's Annotated Statutes.
cit., pp. 62-70.

7T."
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in December, 1961, by the State Planning Division indicated that
the 113,000 square feet of usable space the state obtained by
the construction of the State Services Building was inadequate
• to meet the already pressing space needs of some state agencies.§/
As was true to a lesser degree in the pre-World War II
era, the State Office Building had been completed and occupied
almost simultaneously with the time when it was found to be inadequate. It would appear, however, that from the outset, the
Board of Capitol Managers, its predessors, various Governors, and
the General Assembly were all aware of the need for good site
planning, as evidenced.by the emphasis put on acquiring suitable
sites in the immediate vicinity of the Capitol Building, and
constructing buildings that would not architecturally or aesthetically detract from the Capitol Building itself.
Legislative and Judicial Space Needs, 1960-1968
I

By the time the Capitol Building was completed in 1908,
the population of Colorado was approximately 540,000. There
were, by 1920, approximately 1 million people in the state and
state expenditures were nearly $10 million that year. At the end
of World War II, the population had grown to about 1.2 million;
the population of Denver was 330,000; and the state budget was
approximately $57 million. According to the 1940 census, 47 percent of its population was located in rural areas, and-agriculture constituted the backbone of the economy.
In the 1945-1946 biennium, the General Assembly met 110
days. Except for the lieutenant Governor and the Speaker, who
had private offices, the members of the General Assembly used
their desks as "legislative offices". No filing space was provided, and the General Assembly had four committee rooms.
By the time the State Services Building was ready for occupancy in 1960, the population of Colorado had grown to 1.8 million and the annual state budget was approximately $300 million
for fiscal year 1960-61. Thus, the growth in state expenditures
was six times that of 1946, and the population between 1940 and
1960, had grown by about 42 percent.
From the 1880's and up to the time of the construction of
the State Services Building, the emphasis had been on housing executive agencies. But accompanying the growth of Colorado's population, the state's budget, and the evolution of the state from a
rural to an increasingly urban economy and environment, the func-

V

Ibid., PP• 78-79.
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tions of the General Assembly and the Colorado court system inevitably expanded. Commencing with the 1952 session, the General
Assembly has met annually in an attempt to meet its increasing
responsibilities as a coordinate branch of government. But,
even today, with the exception of separate suites for House and
Senate committee rooms and some filing space, the facilities
available to individual legislators are much the same as they
were in 1945 or 1960, or indeed, 1920.
· The Judicial department has also had similar growing pains
in attempting to meet its increasing responsibilities.
In many ways the development of the Capitol Complex since
1960, can be seen as one in which the legislative and judicial
branches of state government, from the space standpoint, are as
vitally interested in its future evolution as the executive department had been during the 70 years between 1890 and 1960.
1959-1960 Legislative Committee on Remodelling. Upon
completion of the State Services Building in 1960 and the vacating by executive department agencies of space on the second and
third floors of the Capitol Building, the General Assembly reserved the entire second and third floors for use of the General
Assembly and the Supreme Court. Also in 1959, the General Assembly, by joint resolution of the two houses, created an interim committee to prepare plans and recommendations for the allocation of space on the two floors between the General Assembly and
the Supreme Court and the remodelling of the space vacated by
the executive agencies.
In the report to the 1960 Session of the General Assembly,
the committee made the following two recommendations:

(1)

As a sound long-range program for the state,
the committee recommends that the Supreme
Court be relocated in the State Museum Building.

(2)

That funds be authorized by the General Assembly to prepare plans and cost estimates
for remodelling the Museum Building to accommodate the Supreme Court: also funds for
preparing plans and cost estimates for a
new Museum Building: also that the State
Planning Division explore sites for the new
State Museum in Denver; ••• 2/

,V' ·[egislative Procedures in Colorado, Colorado Legislative

Council, Research Publication No. 119, December, 1966, p. 26.
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As a r~sult of the 1959-60 committee's efforts, remodelling projects were undertaken to refurbish the House and Senate
Chambers; remodel and furnish the areas now used for·leadership
.offices and for Senate committee rooms; and to clean up, carpet,
and refurnish the Supreme Court Chamber. In addition, it was
determined at that time that the Supreme Court would occupy the
area on the second and third floors north of the Rotunda, while
the General Assembly would have all the area on these two floors
south of the Rotunda.
However, in order for both the General Assembly to e·v.•ntually have the use of the entire second and third floors in \he
Capitol Building and satisfy the growing space requirements of
the Supreme Court, studies in 1959 and 1960 were also made to
determine the feasibility of constructing a building for the
State Historical Society, which was to vacate the present Museum
Building. The latter building, in turn, was to be altered to
meet the needs of the Supreme Court.
Pre-preliminary planning money was appropriated in 1960
to remodel the Museum Building for use of the Supreme Court and
money was allocated to take an option on a site for a new Museum
Building. However, the State Historical Society objected to removing the State Museum from the Capitol Complex area. A feasibility study was completed in November, 1960, by the architectural firm of Fisher and Davis. The study indicated that the
Museum Building could be converted for use by the Supr~me Court
at an estimated cost of $450,000. But some questions were
raised as to whether the building would be sufficiently large to
house both the Supreme Court and a projected Intermediate Court
of Appeals.
Since 1960, not only has the Court of Appeals been created, but the state has taken over the'financial administration of
the state's entire court system, a judicial personnel classification system has been adopted, and the State Public Defenders
Office has been created.
1966-68 Committee on Legislative Procedures. As part of
the 1966, 1967,.and 1968 interim work of the Committee on Legislative Procedures, considerable attention was directed toward
resolving both the immediate space needs of the General Assembly
·
and long-range space and building requirements for agencies
housed in the Capitol Complex.
With regard to the immediate space needs of the legislature, the 1966 Committee on Legislative Procedures appointed a
three-member subcommittee to determine what additional space foi
legislative purposes was needed. In addition to meeting the
increasing space demands of legislative service.agencies and
judicial administration, the subcommittee determined that the
.most serious problems were lack of space for House committee
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rooms and the increasingly crowded conditions on the second floor
for the administrative operations of the General Assembly.
It was believed that the-problem required more immediate
solutions than waiting for the construction of a Supreme Court
Building or the development of a long-range master plan. Thus,
alternatives were discussed and studied to find these solutions.
For instance, the ·Legislative Procedures Committee reported the
following to the 1967 Session of the General Assembly:
Although the longer range requirements of
space for the General Assembly can wait on the development and implementation of a Master Plan there
are some critical needs for additional space immediately. In an attempt to resolve these immediate
needs, the committee looked at the possibility of
using the attic of the Capitol Building for additional space. The Director of Public Works was
requested to prepare a rough estimate on the cost
of remodelling the attic into usable space. According to those estimates 30,000 square feet of
space could be reclaimed, without distubing the
roof of the building, at a cost of approximately
$2,000,000. By modifying the roof design and appearance, two floors of space, totalling 60,000
square feet could be reclaimed at an approximate
cost of $3,500,000.
In addition to the substantial costs involved,
it would undoubtedly be necessary to vacate a substantial portion of the building while such a
remodelling program is underway; consequently; the
committee does not recommend this approach to
resolving the space problems in the Capitol Building. !Q/
As another alternative, the committee asked the Division
of Public Works to prepare cost estimates for completely flooring over the wells on the third floor of the Capitol Building,
and partitioning the added floor space for purposes of providing
legislators with some office space. It was determined that
5,000 square feet of space could have been obtained in this manner for a cost of approximately $100,000. For a number of reasons, including the adverse effects the project would have had
on the historical and aesthetic values of the C~pitol Building,
the project was not pursued further.
'

!Q7 Legislative Procedures in Colorado, Colorado Legislative

Council, _Research Publication No. 119, 'December, 1966, p. 28.
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J,ong-range Master_llrui. In 1966, the Committee on Legislative Procedures recommended that planning funds be released to
the Division of Public Works to commence work on a master plan
for development of the Capitol-Complex. In the fall of 1966 and
at a cost of $72,000, the state retained Space Utilization Analysis, Inc., (S.U.A.) of Beverly Hills, California, for the longrange study.
The study was conducted in the early part of 1967 and the
consultant made a preliminary report in July, 1967, and a final
report, conaiating of four volumes, in the fall of that year.

1968 Lrqislatiye and Judicial Remodelltng Pfoiecta. I'n
the 1967 and968 interims the Committee on egis ative Procedures undertook the dual tasks of finding solution, to immediate
legislative and judicial space needs, and reviewing the longrange master plan developed by S.U.A., Inc. S.J.R. No. 3, paesed
in the 1968 Session, was indicative of the generally accepted
belief that solving immediate space needs was only a temporary
solution to the development of the Capitol Complex area. The
resolution directed the Committee "to continue its review of
long-range plans for the development of the Capitol Complex and
report its findings th~reon to the General Assembly for ita consideration." But "pending the approval of the long-range plan•,
the resolution continued, certain executive agencies belongi~g
to the Department of Administration that were then occupying the
basement and the first floors of the Capitol Building, 1hould be
relocated and the vacated space be re-allocated to the judicial
and legislative departments.
By the start of the 1969 Session, th• following results
had been achieved by the 1968 remodelling project:
(1)

With the exception of Automated Data Processing Services and the State Treasurer, all
executive agencies had been removed from the
basement of the Capitol Building.

(2)

With the exception of ADP, all the component
units of the Department of Administration
were consolidated into one building -- the
State Services Building.

(3)

The areas vacated by the executive agencies,
including the area formerly occupied by the
State Controller on the first floor, were remodelled for use by the Legislative Council
Office, State Auditor, and Legislative Drafting Office. The Joint Budget Committee Office was relocated in the area formerly
occupied by the Legislative Council and the
Lieutenant Governor's Office.was moved to
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the space vacated by the Joint Budget Committee. As a result of the latter move, the
Senate gained another work room adjacent to
the Senate Chambers.
(4)

A suite of six House committee rooms were obtained, carpeted, and furnished on the ground
floor~

(5)

The Judicial Administrator's Office was moved
to the area that had been vacated by the Legislative Drafting Office on the third floor.

The total cost for the legislative and judicial remodelling projects in the Capitol Building approximated $150,000.
· No solution was found far providing office space for legislators. However, the 1968 committee did recommend that the
ADP be moved to the sub-basement of the State Services Building.
The committee recommended that the apace vacated by ADP be allocated to the Legislative Council Office and the Legislative
Drafting Office adjacent to the Revisor of Statutes. In the manner recommended, all space south of the space occupied by the
Treasurer in the basement would be used by these three legislative service agencies.
The committee also recommended that the former space on
the third floor that was occupied by the Legislative Council
would be reserved for senatorial offices. The area in the north
end of the Capitol basement was to be reserved for offices for
House members.
However, objections were raised to the proposed ADP move
and the proposal was not pursued further after 1968.
Due to the general re-shuffling of executive agencies that
resulted from the 1968 legislative and judicial remodelling projects, an additional 45,000 square feet of space, costing approximately $158,000 annually, was leased in the Columbine Building
at 1845 Sherman Street.
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Review of Long-range Master Plan
and Steps for Implementation
in 1969 and 1970
In the summer of 1967, the Procedures Committee and the.
members of the Joint Budget Committee conferred with representatives of S.U.A., Inc., and its consultant, the architectural
and planning firm of John Carl Warnecke and Associates, in order
to review the preliminary report on the long-range space and
building program for the Capitol Complex developed by the eon:
sultants. One of S.U.A. 's principal functions was to determiAI
the existing and projected space requirements of state agencies
and departments for the period extending from 1967 to 1995. As
their other major function, the space and planning consultants
developed a Capitol Complex Master Site Plan which would house
all state agencies anticipated to either occupy the Capitol
Building or the immediate vicinity around it, taking into consideration the suitability of all sites and buildings in the
Capitol Complex area owned and occupied by the state.
Pursuant to the directives of S.J.R. No. 3 (1968 Session),
the Legislative Procedures Committee reviewed the S.U.A. report
and submitted its report to the 1969 Session of the General
Assembly. .
.-Scope or- the Study and S.U.A., Inc.' s Conclusions

To determine the anticipated space needs for the state between 1967 and 1995, S.U.A., Inc., projected the growth of population and the expected growth in the economy of Colorado during
this period. Subsequently, projections of the gross number of
state employees that would be required was undertaken, taking
into consideration the type of personnel that would be required
to meet the expanding needs of the state. Based on these analyses, the following four conclusions were reached:
(1)

The population of the State will increase
from its 1965 level of 1,949,000 to a 1995
population of 3,586,000.

(2)

The per capita income of State residents has
been conservatively projected from the 1965
level of $2,710 to a 1995 level of $4,940.
The increase in population and its income
can produce the State income required to finance employee growtn-ana the projected
-building program without tax increases that
place undue hardships on any sector-of the
State.
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(3)

The number of State employees occupying space
within the Capitol Complex will increase from
the 1967 level of 3,226 to a 1995 level of
6,467. This growth has been projected on the
assumption of the resurging importance of
State governments in our federal system and
the needs to provide services to an expanding population.

(4)

Applying the space standards developed by
S.U.A., Incorporated, which have proved to
conserve space with flexible, modular planning, the space requirements for those State
activities that should be contained within
the Capitol Complex increases from the present level of 554,354 square feet to a 199~
leyel of 1,309,872 square feet. W

Aqencie§ Excluded from the Capitol Complex. As Item 4 indicates, not all state agencies are to be located in the Capitol
Complex area. In determining which agencies should be centrally
located, the consultant weighed such factors as:
·
(1) The flow of work between agencies or their functional interrelationships;
(2) Must visitors, doing business with one state.agency,
consult with one or more additional agencies before their business la complete?

Wand

(3)

The actual organization of state government;

(4)

The nature of an agency's operations and faclli-'
ties. W

With respect to item 3, the consultant in 1967 was working under
some preconceived assumptions:; reorganization of the executive
department was not completed until 1968.
Based on the preceding factors, it was anticipated that
the Department of Highways; and Game, Fish, and Parks should not
be located within the Capitol Complex; these two agencies were.

IV

w
w

Analysis of Space Use: Report 12, the State .2f Colorado,
S.U.A., Incorporated, Vol. I, p. I-:'6."
Minutes of the Subcommittee on Space Problems. September 14.

1967,

p.

6.

.

S.U.A .• Incorporated, .2.P.• cit., p. I-3.
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.

therefore, specifically excluded from·the etudy. Moreover, addl•
tional agencies were recommended for exclusion or continued
exclusion from the Capitol Complex even though S.U.A., Inc., con•
ducted an analysis of their existing and future space require•
ments. These additional agencies were: Division of Motor Vehi•
cles: Department of Health; State Inspector of Oils: Youth
Opportunity Center; and Laboratory and Inspection facilities,
Department of Agrlculture.
S,U.A., Inc,'s Building and Site Development Programs
(1) Land Acquisition and Construction P~ograms. To increase space in the Capitol Complex from 550,00 square feet
available in 1967 to the projected requirements of 1,300,000 in
lffl, o.U.A., Inc., recommended that a five-phase construction
program and the two-phase land acquisition program be undertaken
by the state. as described below:
·
.
•
.
Land Acquisition - Phase I. S.U.A., Inc., recommended
acquiring 8 1/2 blocks by 1970 of which 4 blocks would be ueed
for surface parking, 2 blocks for the Supreme Court Building, and
the remaining 2 1/2 blocks for Office Building$ A, B, and C, plli•
an addition to the Museum Building.
Land Acquisition - Phase II. By 1985, S.U.A., Inc., rec•
onunended acquiring still another 2 3/4 blocks on.which would be
built another extension to the Museum Building, Office Building•
D and E, and 2 blocks would be used for parking structure•.
Construction - Phase I. S.U.A •. , Inc., reconnnended con• ·
atruction by 1970 of Office Buildings A, B, and C, a Supreme
Court Building, and an extension of the Museum Building. Also,
it was anticipated the existing Juvenile Parole Building at 112
West 14th, the Employment Annex at 14 East 14th, and the State
Library Building at 1362 LincQln would be demolished during··
Phase I.
Office Building A was recommended for use by the Archives
(many of its activities would be underground) and by the. State .
Library •.
Office Building B was recommended for the Department of
Revenue and Office Building C fo~ the Divis~on of Employment.
Construciiop - Pha~e II. By 1975, the Capitol Buildµlg
would be remodeled and t e.Archives Building at 1530 Sherman
Street would be demolished.
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Construction - Phase III. S.U.A., Inc., recommended that
by 1980 Office Building D be constructed to house various agencies of the Departments of Administration, Natural Resources,
Regulatory Agencies, Institutions, and Local Affairs.
Construction - Pha§e 'IV.

By 1985, S.U.A., Inc., envi-

1ioned the demolition of the State Office Building and the con-

1truction of Office Building E. Those agencies in Office Building E would include the Division of Welfare, and the Departments
of Treasury, State, and Agriculture.
Construction - Phase V. S.U.A., Inc., recommended that
an addition be made to the State Museum by 1995.
(2) Master Site Plans A and B. Two alternative master
plans for the complex were proposed by the consultant. The principal differences in the two plans were the location of the proposed Supreme Court Building and the amount of land to be acquired.
In Site Plan Alternative A, the Court.Building was to be
located in the two block area bounded br Pearl and Logan Street,
on the east and west and by Colfax and 4th Avenuea on the north
and south. The block directly east of the Capitol Building
would serve as an open mall between the Court Building and Capitol. Approximately eleven and one-half blocks would be acquired
for building sites and development in the blocks bounded by
Pearl Street on the east, 12th Avenue on the south, and Broadway
on the west.
·
In Site Plan Alternative B, the proposed Court Building
would be located in the block that contains the Scottish Rite .
Consistory, instead of east of the Capitol Building. Approx!•
mately nine and one-half blocks would be newly acquired land~
with the same approximate boundaries as in Site Plan. A. ·A mall
would extend from the Capitol Building to Pearl Street, three
blocks east.
(3)_ Estimated Cost. The estimated total construction and
demolition costs for both Site Plans A and B would be $44,156,172.
But the two phased land acquisition program of the two plans
varied somewhat. The estimated land costs for Site Plan A waa
$17,200,000, thus bringing the total cost of that Plan to an estimated $61,356,172. Land acquisition costs for Site Plan B was
estimated at $14,100,000, bringing the total cost to $58,256,172.

S.U,A.,

Inc,'§ Basic Asaumptions

S.U.A., Inc., made the following four major assumptiona in
laying out the proposed long-range space and building program:
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(1)

With the exception of those agencies currently housed outside the Capitol Complex, all
other executive agencies should be located in
the Capitol Complex area;

(2)

The integrity of the mall or open-space concept of the Denver Civic Center should be
maintained and extended eastward;

(3)

The state should provide employee parking as
well as visitor parking on a much larger
scale than is now the case; and

(4)

The state should eliminate all rentals by constructing _state-owned buildings to house the
agencies to be located in the Capitol Complex.

It was from an examination of these basic assumptions that
the 1968 committee made its recommendations that were contained
in the committee's report to the 1969 Session of the General Assembly.lY In turn, the committee's recommendations in 1968
have served as the guidelines upon which the executive department acted in 1969 and 1970, in planning and requesting appropriations from the General Assembly.
Review of 1968 Recommendations by the Committee on Legislative
Procedures

(1) Centralization or Decentralization of Agencies? This
question was inherent i·n S.U.A., Inc.' s first assumption listed
above; i.e., excepting those agencies currently outside the Complex area (Game, Fish, and Parks; Highways; and Health) and those
agencies recommended for continued exclusion (Motor Vehicles,
Inspector of Oil, Youth Opportunity Center, and Agriculture's
laboratory and inspection facilities), the consultant assumed
that all other executive agencies, as well as the legislative and
judicial departments, would be located in the Capitol Complex.
Where possible or feasof the principal departments
housed in the Capitol Com-

W'

Legielatlve Procedures .!n Colorado, f!Il,III, Colorado Legislative Council, Research Publication No. 140, December 1968,
pp. 24-29.
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In making this recommendation, the committee considered
various alternatives to the proposed centralized plan to house
executive agencies, including whether it would be better to have
agencies dispersed throughout the state or whether they should
·be located throughout the metropolitan area on property already
owned by the state. It was the belief of some committee members
that a decentralized plan would be more feasible from the standpoint of land acquisition costs, the alleviation of further
traffic congestion around the Capitol, and the avoidance of extensive d~mage to state-owned buildings in the event of natural
or manmade disasters. It was also felt that certain agencies,
such as the Department of Natural Resources, could be located in
the area of the state where most of their activities are carried
out.
The recommendation to locate the administrative headquarters of departments in the Capitol Complex was based on several
premises:
First, centralization would facilitate the Governor's
ability to exercise control over the principal executive departments, and, in turn, enable the heads of the principal departments to exercise more direct control over the component parts
of their departments.
Pursuant to Constitutional Amendment No. 1, adopted by the
people in 1966, S.B. No. l (1968 Session) reorganized the executive branch into 17 principal departments in order to give the
Governor a more effective means of initiating and executing his
programs. The experience of other states that have, first, attempted a decentralized plan and, then, upon reconsideration,
have reverted to a centralized plan indicated that effective control by the Governor would be hampered by a decentralized plan.
Secondly, the cost of construction for state buildings
·
would be approximately the same regardless of site; thus the primary dollar savings resulting from decentralization would be in
land acquisition and demolition of existing structures. Another
related factor pertains to the added costs of heating plants,
maintenance, telephone service, and janitorial services when
buildings are located away from the central building complex.
For instance, the existing heating plant on Sherman Street could
be used to serve new state-owned buildings constructed in the
area.
Third, also considered was the convenience of the clientele which make use of the services of a particular department,
the convenience of the Governor, of other state departments making contacts, and the convenience of legislators, particularly
from outside Denver, in making contacts with several departments
on behalf of their constituents.
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Fourth, state buildings are generally constructed to last
from 50 to 100 years. Viewed from this perspective, there were
some committee members who felt that the immediate savings realized from using existing state-owned land or the acquisition of
less expensive land away from the Capitol area was not as important as the permanent aesthetic value that would result from
a centrally located and well-plannod state building complex.
Further, the immediate savings realized from a decentralized plan
was also viewed in light of preventing the growth of urban blight
in the Capitol Hill area, which, to a certain degree, has acc,1erated due to the Skyline Urban Renewal Project in lower downtown
Denver.
(2) Land Ac uis tion - Judi ia Buildin
range Plan Developed by Executiye Department. As previous y described, in order to implement Site Plan A, S.U.A., Inc., recommended the acquisition of a total of eleven and one-half blocks
in the capitol area. Five blocks of this land would be used
eventually (by 1995) for building sites and the remaining six
blocks would be used for employee and visitor parking.
1968 Committee Recommendations: (a) Land Acquisition
Program •. It was recommended tfiat the state embark upon a land
acquisition program for building sites so that land would be
available as the need for new buil,dings arises. Vacant land,
where practical, should be rented to state employees for offstreet parking until the need for building sites arises.
In considering the land acquisition proposal, questions
were raised as to whether the state has the obligation to provide
employee parking even when fees are charged since many other em•
ployers feel no such obligation.· Further, some committee members
believed that the state should not embark upon a parking program
which would compete with private p,arking facilities. The latter,
it was contended, would probably be supplied as the need arises.
Also, additional parking lots in the area might further contribute to traffic conjestion before and after working hours.
While recognizing the merits to these arguments, in general, the 1968 committee believed that there is a need for more
off-street parking whether it is furnished by the state on a fee
basis or by private enterprise. Moreover, the suggestion was
made that by renting parking space to state employees and others,
it might be possible to partially pay for the land prior to.site
development.
·
(b) Priorities in Land Acquisition - Judicial Building.
No general, long-range policy on the acquisition of land was
recommended by the committee nor were any particular sites
singled out for purchase. However, the committee recommended
that the highest priority be given to t.he i1J1mediate ·purchase of
land for the construction of a judicial building in view of the
expanding functions of the judiciary on the state level.
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(c) Lon -ran e Land Ac ui ition an Bui
Executive Branch. Committee mem era did not be eve tat t e
acquisition of land for a judicial building should be undertaken
in a piecemeal fashion or considered isolated from the need for
the state to follow a long-range building program for the Capitol Complex. Therefore, it was recommended that any land acquisition program followed should accord with a long-range master
plan that should be adopted by the executive department.

Br

recommending that the executive department develop a
master pan, the Committee in 1968, did not address itself spe•
cifically to S.U.A., Inc.•s second assumption -- that the mall
or open-space concept of the Civic Center should be extended
eastward.
(3) Elimination of Rental Space. The other major assumption made by s.0.A., Inc., was that all rented space occupied by
state agencies should be eliminated.

Table 1 shows that by the end of 1968, the state was leasing approximately 163,000 square feet at an annual cost of
$556,000, to house those agencies S.U.A., Inc., recommended to
be located in the Capitol Complex. Indications are that the demand for space will continue to increase.
According to S.U.A., Inc.'s projections, the space requirement for executive legislative and judicial agencies in the Capitol Complex will increase from a 1967 le·vel of 554,354 square
.feet to 1,309,872 square feet in 1995. By 1975, the space requirements are projected to be approximately 969,000 square feet,
an increase of 415,000 square feet in eight years.
For instance, as a result of the creation of additional
positions in executive agencies by the 1969 and 1970 sessions,
Public Works determined that an additional 26,650 square feet of
space would be required. As prepared by Public Works, a summary
of these additional space requirements follows:

Regue1ts

for Additional Space - January 1970:

Division of Local Government*
Division of Civil Rights
Department of Local Affairs*

1 , 4 00 sq • ft •
2,000 sq. ft.
3,000 sq. ft.

Subtotal

6,400 sq. ft.

*Division of Local Government; Department of Local Affairs, and
Colorado Bureau of Investigation were relocated in·July, 1970,
in the building at 1550 Lincoln which was acquired as a result
of a 1970 purchase.
.,
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Table 1
CAPITOL COMPLEX AGENCIES OCCUPYING RENTED SPACE
December, 1968 - July,, 1970*
Cost Per
Square Foot

Public Utilities Commission
Columbine Building

15,141

$3.50

Natural Resources
Columbine Building

24,453

3.50

·85,585.50

Parole Board
Columbine Building

970

3.50

3,3~.oo

2,748

3.50

9,618.00

38,950

4.32

168,264.00

4,ooo·

3.34
(Average)

13,343.75

Department of Revenue
i2th and Lincoln

1,447

4.50

6,511.50

Archives Record Center
1271 Sherman

20,000

0.51

10,200.00

Depa_rtment of Social Services:
Capitol Life Building
Bay Building
1150 Delaware Street
Zook Building

20,420
16,711
3,010
3.835

5.25

107,205.00
44,404.1,
a,211.,0·
16,183.70

Law Enforcement Training Academy
Columbine Building
I
f\)

0
I

Total Annual
Cost

Square Feet
Leased

Dpt. of Labor and Employment
. 888 Sherman
Department of Education
1332 Lincoln

2.65
2. 75

4.22

$

52,993.50

Table 1 (continued)

16 Boards of Registrations
(16 locations)
·
.

Totals, December, 1968
Minus 11 Boards of Registration
to State-owned Space
Mtlus Social Services to Farmers'
Union Building
Estimated Rental Space,
July, 1970

Square Feet
Leased

Cost Per
Square Foot

11,133

$2.72
(Average)

Total Annual
Cost
$

30,256.00

162,818

$556,237.60

-7,950

-20,_950.00

-43,976

-176,070.35

110,892

$359,217.25

I
f\)
I-'

I

Projected Additional Area Requirements by 1975 for Agencies in
Rented Space

22,389

Requests for Additional Space
in 1970

26,650

-SOORCE:

Data compiled by Division of Public Works, January, 1970, and Management
Analyst Office, May, 1968.

Supplemental Request as of April 15, 1970:
DiviGion of Civil Service
Governor's Office
CBI*
Department of Institutions
Department of Regulatory Agencies
Division of Data Processing

1.200
2,500
3,950
6,800
1,000
4,800

sq.
sq.
sq.
sq.
sq,
aq.

ft.
ft.
ft.
ft.
ft.
ft.

Subtotal

20.250 sq. ft.

Total

26.§50 sq. ft.

Public Works also estimated that approximately 22,000
square feet of additional space will be required by 1975, for
those agencies which, as of July 1, 1970, were renting approximately 111,000 square feet as shown in Table 1.
1 68 Commi tee Recommendations: Efforts should be made to
relocate an conso i ate in state-owned facilities agencies presently occupring leased space. As part of the long-range program
for the Cap tol Complex, the Committee recommended that, as a
state policy, every effort should be made to prevent the additional leasing of any more space than is absolutely necessary. It
was further ~commended that when enough leased space accumulated
to justify the construction of a state-owned building, such a
building should be constructed in accordance with the long-range
master plan that the Committee recommended should be adopted by
the executive department •
. Rental v. Leafing. Some Committee members questioned
whether it would beess expensive in the long-run for the state
to rent space or to enter into a lease-back arrangement, whereby
a building is constructed by private enterprise according to
·
· state specifications and leased back to the state for agency use.
It was also argued that the private property owner leasing to
the state must pay taxes; thus, state-owned buildings have the
effect of depleting the local tax base, which may have the reault
of bringing additional pressure on the state to help finance
local needs, such as schools.
But it was argued that the private owner must also realize
a return on his investment and the state does not. Thus, when
the problem is viewed from the aspect of the cost of housing

*Division of Local Government; Department of Local Affairs, and
Colorado Bureau of Investigation were relocated in July, 1970,
in the building at 1550 Lincoln.which was acquired as a result
of 1970 purchase.
·
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state agencies, it may be less costly for the state to build,
maintain, and operate a building in the long-run than it would
be to lease similar space. This argument does not apply to
older buildings, such as the Museum, Capitol, and State Office
Buildings, due to the high ratio of unusable space to usable
space.
For purposes of achieving an accurate comparison between
the coat of leasing space and the cost of constructing and main•
taining a state-owned building, Public Works was asked in 1968
to compare the yearly operating costs of the State Services
Building (perhaps the most efficient building the State owns)
with the rental costs of the Capitol Life Building and the Columbine Building. The results of this comparison followas
Table 2

Annual
Costs
State Services Building:
Administrative Costs
(Salaries, Retirement,
Insurance, and Supplies)

Contractural Services
Utilities
Janitorial Supplies
Depreciation (at 50 yrs.)
Upkeep and Replacements
Insurance
Sotal State Services Bldg.
Total Columbine Bldg.
Total Capitol Life Bldg.

Net
Area
(Sq, FtL)

Annual
Cost Per
Sq, Ft,

$100,577

'

.

13,696
19,635
3,300
76,194
20,000
538

$233,940
157,~00
107,205

113,000
45,000
20,420

s2.o1

3.~o

5.25

I

ID

Prepared by Division of Public Works, November 7, 1968.
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i969 and 1970 Executive and Legislative Responses to the 1968
ecomrnendations

In both 1969 and 1970 there has been a considerable amount
of activity regarding the future development of the Capitol Com•
plex.
(1) Site Plan A - Land Ac~uisition. Public Works in the
1969-1970 Capitol Constl'\.lction Bu get requested a$~ million
appropriation for the acquisition of approximately four blocks
of land south and east of the Capitol Building for development
of Site Plan A. It was proposed that $3.2 million of this adlO~ht
be obtained from the 1969-1970 Capitol Constl'\.lction fund and the
remaining $1.8 million be paid from anticipated parking revenues.
In 1969, the General Assembly appropriated $250,000 for
land acquisition.

State Office Building "A". The 1969-1970 Capitol Construction Budget contained a request for two new state office buildings
to meet immediate and shorter range space demands projected by
S.U.A., Inc.
Office Building •A", for which $235,980 physical planning
money was requested and appropriated in 1969, would be eight stories high and provide 152,000 net square feet of space, plus 19,000
square feet in the sub-basement, for a t9tal of 171,000 net square
feet. The space would be filled immediately upon completion of
the building. The total estimated project cost is $5,244,000 as
summarized in Table 3 •
. The $235,980 appropriation was accompanied by a proviso in
the 1969 Long Bill that the Building was to be constructed on land
already owned by the state. But this restriction was repealed by
the 1970 Long Bill.

Office Builging "B" - Farmer's Union Buitdi a. In order to
meet the demands for space projected to 1972,ubic Works in
1969 requested $187,272 physical planning money for a seven story
building which would cost a total of $4,161,000 and have about
136,000 square feet of assignable space. But the Governor recommended that this request be deferred in .view of the State'• 1969
purchase of the farmers' Union Building for $3,000,000.

1

As Table 1 indicates, the acquisition of the famer's
Union Building pemitted the state by July, 1970, to eliminate
approximately 44,000 square feet of rental space, at an annual
savings in rent of $176·,000.
The net usable space in the building is 92,000 square
feet. Approximately l~,000 square feet of this space is still
occupied by rent-paying tenants. By May,.1973, the last lease
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Table 3
ESTIMATED COST OF OFFICE BUILDING "A"
AS PER SITE PLAN C
Land Acquisition:
*Site 2
*Site 3

Subtotal

$

181,000
222,500

$

403,500

$

403,500

. Construction:
**Physical Planning
Construction

$

$5 , 244 , oooa

Subtotal
Total Cost
*Minus 1969 and 1970
Appropriations
*if-Minus 1969 Appropriations

15,244,000
5,647,500
-

403,500
235,980

Balance
Gross square feet
Net square feet

314,640

4,929,360

$5,008,020
218,500
171,000

Estimated completion
date after construction money appropriation
·

Two years

Earliest completion
date

1973

8Due to continuous inflation of construction costs, the request
for construction money for 1971-72 amounts to $6.1 million or
S.9 million more than the 1970-71 request.
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will expire. As tenants move out, the space will be filled by
state agencies. In addition to the 15,000 square feet, approximately 7,000 square feet is taken up by the basement cafeteria
. and meeting rooms. Some of the latter space will be reclaimed
for office space, if possible.
The 1970 Long Bill provided a $130,000 appropriation to
remodel the building, which amount is to be paid out of the
Farmers Union Amortization Account. With the remodelling completed by July, 1970, allocation of space is given in Table 4.
Table 4
Farmer's Union Building Allocation
of Space -- July, 1970
Agency or Function

Net Square Feet

Department of Social Services
State Public Defender
State Consumer Fraud Division
Civil Rights
Court of Appeals
(Judges and Administration)
Classroom

61,951
618
727
433

Space occupied by tenants, which
will become available as leases
expire (May, 1973, last expiration)
•
Meeting Rooms and Cafeteria
Total

5,280
470

15,388
6,903
91,770

Judicial Building - Physical Planning. In both 1969 and
1970, the Capitol Construction Budget has contained requests for
planning money for a new Judicial Building to house the Supreme
Court, Court of Appeals, State Public Defender, Law Library, and
judicial administration.
The 1969 request was for $140,778 for a $3,128,400 building, containing 69,000 net square feet. In 1970, the request was
for $149,310 for a $3,774,960 building containing 82,500 net
square feet. The building would have four floors, with three
abovegrade and a basement. The total cost, including land acquisition, is summarized in Table 5 and amounts to approximately
$6 million.
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Table 5

ESTIMATED COST OF PROPOSED JUDICIAL
BUILDING AS PER SITE PLAN C
,,

Land Acquisition:
. *Site 6

*Site
*Site
Site
Site

$

7
8
12
13
Subtotal

200,000
300,000
158,000
852,898.
1,164.533
$2,675,431

$2,675,431

construction:
Physical Planning
Construction

$

Subtotal
Total Cost
*Mi'nus 1969 and 1970
Appropriations
Balance
Gross square feet
Net Square feet

246,960
3,528,000

$3,774,960

f3,774,960
6,450,391
-

458,000
15,992,391

117,600
· 82, 500

Estimated completion date
after physical planning
appropriated

Three years

Earliest completion date

1974

'
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SITE PLAN C
(Public Works -- January, 1970)
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Site Plan C -- Five-Year Master Plan for the Capitol ComIn January, 1970, Public Works, again responding to the
recommendations by the Legislative Procedures Committee, re. leased another alternative site plan. It placed the same emphasis on an easterly expansion of the Capitol Complex as S.U.A.,
Inc.'s Site Plan A, but it differed in two major respects: Instead of a 20 to 25 year master plan, the new plan was restricted
to a five to 10 year period. The second departure from S.U.A.,
Inc.'s plan was to locate the proposed Judicial Building on one
city block, between Colfax and 14th Avenues, and Logan and Pennsylvania Streets, instead of taking two blocks as proposed·by
S.U.A., Inc. There was to be, therefore, a shorter mall between
the Capitol Building and the Court Building than had been originally anticipated by S.U.A., Inc.'s recommended site plan. One
effect of the proposed location of the Court Building was to reduce land acquisition costs by making Pennsylvania Street the
eastern terminus of the Complex instead of Washington Street,
though the plan's projected direction of growth indicated that
land as far east as Pearl Street would eventually be acquired.
116x.

The plan was intended to accomplish the following four
principal objectives.
( 1) Through the purcha ·· of the Farmers Union Building in
1969, the construction of Office Building "A", and the construction of a Judicial Building, the state would acquire, by 1975, an
additional 345,000 square feet of assignable space at an estimated construction cost of $11,400,000. This additional space,
plus the existing 554,000 square feet would, according to the
plan, satisfy space requirement for the next five or, possibly,
ten year period.
(2) The 263,000 square feet provided by Office Building
"A" and the Farmer~ Union Building would eliminate leased space
for agencies housed in the Capitol Complex as shown in Table 1,
as well as provide the necessary space to accommodate the anticipated growth of agencies already housed in state-owned buildings.
(3) For an estimated total cost of $6 million, the state
would acquire approximately 3 3/4 blocks of land for immediate
and future site development.
(4) As a subordinate objective in the land acquisition
program, there would be acquired sufficient parking sites for the
five or ten year period which could be rented to state employees
and others. The returns could be used to help amortize the cost
of sites.

The total cost for the five year plan was estimated at approximately $17.7 million. Of this amount, $5.5 million had already Deen appropriated for the acquisition of eight sites
($2,226,550), the Farmer's Union Building ($3 million), and for
-30-

physical planning for the construction of Office Building "A"
l$235,980J. There remained to be appropriated approximately
$12,300,000, -- $8,800,000 for constructing Office Building "A"
• and the Judicial Building; and $3,500,000 for acquiring all the
white areas in the plan, designated as sites 9 through 14.
At the earliest, it would be 1973 before Office Building
"A" could be occupied and 1974, before the Judicial Building
would be completed.
1970 Legislative Action
An overview would indicate that the 1969 and 1970 action
taken by the executive department attempted to follow the guidelines set by the 1968 recommendations of the Committee on Legislative Procedures.

However, during the 1970 Session of the General Assembly,
it became apparent that some members of the legislature, including members of the Joint Budget Committee, believed that some of
the specifics of the plan and some of its general site concepts
should be altered.
First, no money was appropriated for the construction of
a Judicial Building. Commencing with the 1959-1960 Legislative
Remodelling Committee, locating the Supreme Court in a separate
building (or, alternatively, locating the General Assembly in a
separate building) had been considered as the solution to meeting
the ultimate space needs of the General Assembly.
Second, was the question of the extent to which the Capitol Complex should be developed for housing state agencies and
the geographical direction that development should take.
For example, in 1969, and the early part of 1970, the executive department proposed Site Plan C and gave option money,
amounting to $235,000, for acquisition of property to effectuate
the plan. While Site Plan C envisaged the eventual purchase of
the entire two blocks directly east of the Capitol, bounded by
Grant and Pennsylvania Streets and East Colfax and 14th Avenues,
some legislators, believed that the eastern tenninus of the Complex should be at Grant Street and there should be an emphasis
·and development to the south of the Capitol. In turn, the Civic
Center open space or mall concept would not be extended eastward,
with the Judicial Building serving as the focal point on the
east. It was suggested, instead, that the Court Building could
be located on the block bounded by East 13th and 14th Avenues
and Broadway and Lincoln Streets where the Employment Annex and
the American Legion Buildings are now located.
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Thus, some controversy developed before and during the
1970 Session over the $65,000 option money for three sites east
of Grant Street. The issue was not resolved even after the
.$693,000 balance for these properties had been appropriated in
the,1970 Session and approved by the Governor.
1970 Legislative Procedures Committee. With the matter of
the Capitol Complex site plan yet to be agreed upon by the legislature, S.J.R. No. 36 (1970 Session) charged the Legislative
Procedures Committee with the responsibility of reviewing "the
entire State Capitol Complex planning program and its constituent parts in consulation with the Supreme Court and the Executive Department."
At its first meeting of the 1970 interim, the Committee
adopted a motion to recommend for submission to the 1971 Session
of the General Assembly a proposed perimeter of the State Capitol
Complex, within which the executive department could, in the
future, embark upon a land acquisition program with assurances
that the program followed legislative intent • .!.§/
Capitol Complex Perimeter 1970-1995. As depicted in the
foldout map included with this report, the Committee recommends
that the Capitol Complex perimeter for the next 10 years be extended to include the two blocks immediately east of the Capitol
Building, bounded on the north and south by east Colfax and 14th
Avenues and the east and west by Pennsylvania and Logan Streets.
It is recommended also that the southern perimeter of the Complex
for this 10-year period be extended to include the two blocks
bounded by Grant and Lincoln Streets on the east and west and
east 13th and 14th Avenues on the south and north. The recommendation also contemplates the acquisition of lots 9 and 10 in
block 28 (the Boar's Head Restaurant at 1544 Lincoln Street) and
lots 21 -through 25 in block 25, the block on which the American
Legion Building is located.
Accordinq to present plans. all church-owned properties
w-i thin the peT~meter would be excluded from acquisition.
The Committee also recommends that the southern boundary of
the perimeter for the 15-year period after 1980 be extended to include the two blocks bounded on the east and west by Grant and
Lincoln Streets and bounded on the north and south by east 13th
and 12th Avenues, with the exception of the Western Farm Bureau

Minutes of the Committee

1970, p.4.-

.Q.!1

Legislative Procedures, May 26,
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Life Insurance Company at 1200 Lincoln (lots 7 through 20 except
rear 8 feet lots 14 through 20). This extension would have the
effect of making the State Employment Building an integral part
. of the Complex.
Land Acfuisition and Construction Costs. From data prepared by the D vision of Public Works, the lot-by-lot estimated
land acquisition cost of the proposed Capitol Complex perimeter
is detailed in Table 7. A summary of the total estimated land
and building costs for the 1970-1980 period and the land acquisition cost for the 1980-1995 period is contained in Table 6.
As summarized in Table 6, the total cost for the 1970-1980
period would approximate $17.7 million -- $5.7 million for land
and $12 million for construction. Approximately, $12.2 million
would remain to be appropriated this decade. In order to extend
the perimeter for the 1980-1995 period, the state would have to
expend another estimated $2.3 million for land costs. The total
land cost for the Capitol Complex perimeter recommended by the
Committee is estimated at approximately $8 million.
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Table 6
SUMMARY OF ESTIMATED LAND ACQUISITION AND
CONSTRUCTION COSTS, 1970-1980, AND LAND
ACQUISITION COST, 1980-1995

Appropriation

Balance

$2,226,580

$3,466,534

Total Cost

Net Square
Feet Per
Construction

TOTAL COSTS, 1970-1980
Land Acquisition

,

t

Construction:
Farmers' Union Building
Office Building •A•
Judicial Building
Total Construction
Total Land and Construction

$5,693,114

NA

5,008,020
3 1 774 1 960
$ 817821980
$12,249,514

3,000,000
5,244,000
3,774,960
$12,018,960
$17,712,074

92,000
171,000
82 1 500
345 1 500
345,500

$2,349,535
Not Known
$ 2,349·,535

$2,349,535
Not Known
$2,349,535

NA
Not Known

$2,226,580
3,235,980

$ 5,816,069
8,782,980

$ 8,042i649
12,018,960

NA
345 1 500 Sq. Ft.

$5,462,560

$14,599,049

$·20" 061, 609

345,500 Sq. Ft.

3,000,000 ·
235,980
$31235,980
$5,462,560

---

Sq.
Sq.
Sq.
Sq.
Sq.

Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.

TOTAL COSTS, 1980-1995
Land Acquisition
Construction
Total Land and Construction

Not ·Known

NA

TOTAL KNOWN COSTS, 1970-1995
Land Acquisition
Construction (1970-80}
Total Land and Known
Construction

Table 7*

ESTIMATED COST OF PROPERTY TO BE ACQUIRED
FOR CAPITOL C04PLEX PERIMETER
10% Option
Payment

Description

Estimated
. Balance

Assessors
Market Value

Block 25
(Bounded by E. 13th & E. 14.th Avenues,
Broadway and Lincoln Street).

12.ll
21 and 22
23 and 24
25
I

(.J
(JI

I

Address
1301 Lincoln.
1313 Lincoln
(Vacant parcelJ

$

6,000
6,000
2.000
14,000

$

$
$

$

$

52,400
52,567
161300
121,267

$

58,400
58,567
18.300
135,267.

29,000

$

263,067

$

292,067

19.000
48,000

$.
$

110.000
433,067

$
$

189.000
481,067

$

$

Block 26
(Bounded by E. 13th & E. 14th Avenues,
Lincoln and Shennan StreetsJ
Address
9 through 16:
9 and part of 10
Part of 10 and 12
and all of 11
Part of 12 and 15
and all of 13 and 14
S. half of 15 and all
of 16
25 through 29 and North
half of lot 30
*Source:

1350 Lincoln
(MortuaryJ
1332 Lincoln
1318-1320 Lincoln
1331 Sherman

Division of Public Works

table 7 (continued)
10% Option
Payment

Description

Estimated
Balance

Assessors
Market Value

Block 39
(Bounded by E. 13th & E. 14th Avenues,
Sherman and Grant Streets)

1=2ll

I

(,.)

(1\

I

Address_

7 through 10 and South
10 ft. of lot 6

1350 Sherman
(Harcourt Axms Apt.)

21 through 24 except
rear 8 ft.

1309 Grant
(Armor Apt.)

25 and 26 except rear
8 ft.

$

29,200

$

262,767

$

291,967

28,000

251,334

279,334

(Parking lot)

2,000

15,834

17,834

Z7 and 28 except rear
8 ft.

1329 Grant
(Merle Apt.)

6,100

54,467

60,567

29 and 30 except rear
8 ft.

1335 Grant
( Courtney Apt. )

$

61400
71,700

$

571167
641,569

$

631567
713,269

$

30,000

$

273,866

$

303,866

Block 67
(Bounded by E. 14th and Colfax Avenues,
Grant and Logan Streets)

1=2ll

Address

l through 4

(Newhouse Hotel)

5 through 13 and North
9.2 ft. of lot 14 and
adjacent strips

(Parking Lots)

16,000

134,933

150,933

table 7 (continued)
10% Option
Pa~ent

Description

Estimated
Balance

Assessors

Market Value

Block 67, (continued)

I

w

....J
I

b2ll

Address

17 through 20 and South
20 ft. of lot 16 and
adjacent strip

1410 Grant
(Brownleigh Apt.)

29 through 37 and
North 19 ft. of lot 28

( Parking Lot.)

$

184,000

87,000

$

22,000

$'

$

21,000

$

$

201000

$

205,000

765,898

$

1931099
852,898

193,367

$

215,367

1731099

Block 81
(Bounded by E. 14th and
Colfax Avenues, Logan and
Pennsylvania Streets)

1Q.ll
1 through 4

Address
400 E. Colfax
(S.E. Corner of
Colfax and Logan)

5 and 6

1462 Logan

3,000

23,100

26,100

)
7 and 8
through
16)
9

1420-1450 Logan
(Parks School of
Business)

6,000

57,333

63,333

48,000

433,000

481,000

6,000

56,700

62,700

23,000

202,300

225,300

,

17 through 20
26 through 31

N.E. Corner of 14th
and Logan
1419-1441 Penns}lvania
(Charline Apts.

table 7 (continued)
10% Option
Payment

Description

Estimated
Balance

Assessors
Market Value

Block 40
(Bounded by E. 12th and 13th Avenues,
Sheman and Grant Streets)

b2ll
1 through 4:
1 and 2
3 and 4
~

through 12

I

w

Address
15,100

$

200 through 220
13th Avenue
(Commercial)
(Parking)
1240, 1250, 1260
Sheman
(Apartments)

CJ>

':'

25 through 35:
25 through 29

29 through 35

J~it~Yh

-36
40 (W.
36 through 40 (E.
65 ft.-J

1229-1231 Grant
(Parking)
1235 Grant
(Camellia House)
(Commercial on 13th
Avenue)
1275 Grant
{Gas Station)

±-

$

135,567

$

150,667

37,000

324,334

361,334

96,000

861,433

957,433

7,000

60,667

67,667

1,000

59,167
$1,441,168

66,167
$1,603,268

$ 162,ioo

Table 7 (continued)
10% Option
Payment

Description

Estimated
Balance

AssessorsMarket Value

Block 41
(Bounded by E. 12th and 13th Avenues,
Lincoln and Sherman Streets)
Lots·
1 through 6 (excluding

I

w

(X)

0"
I

Address

rear 7.25 ft. of lots
1 and 2):
1 through 4
5 and 6

1264-1278 Lincoln
(Vacant)

21 through 29 and
South 4 ft. of lot 28
(excluding rear 8 ft.)

1221 Sherman
iApartment)
Parking)

20,000

182,000

202,000

28 and 29 and North
16.5 ft. of lot 30

1233 Sherman
(Apartment)

7,400

66,700

74,100

31 and 32 and South

1245 Sherman
(Apartment)

3,000

26,967

29,967

33 and 34 and South
1/2 of lot 35

1253 Sherman
(Parking)

3,000

29,000

32,000

North 1/2 of lot 35
and all of lot 36
Lots 37 and 38

1265-1271 Sherman

3,000

25.233

28,233

5,000

45,733

--50, 733

·8.~ ft. of lot 30

$

20,000

$

179,200

$

199,200

Table 7 {continued)

Estimated
Balance

10% Option
· Payment

Description

Assessors·
Market Value

Block 41, (continued)
Lots
-39 and 40

Subtotal (1980-1995:
I

(,J
(X)

Subtotal {1970-1980:

n
I

Total

{1970-1995)

Address

1275 She:nnan and
150 13th Avenue

Blocks 40 and 41)
Blocks 25, 26, 39, 67,
81, and 28J

$

$

13,000
74,400

$

$

117.034
671,867

$
$

130,034
746,267

$236,500

$2,113,035

$2,349,535

$349,700
$586,200

$3.116.834
$5,229,869

$3.466,534
$5,816,069

LEGISLATIVE ETHICS IN COLORADO
AND OTHER STATES
In 1968, the Committee on Legislative Rules of the National Legislative Conference undertook the task of drafting a model
code of conduct for legislators. In a background statement, prepared for the Committee, Mr. E. Kent Ayers, Midwestern Representative for the Council of State Governments, took note of the fact
that in recent years there have been increasing demands for
establishing a code of conduct for state legislators. But Mr.
Ayers also commented that the subject is not a new one:
••• These demands have enjoyed so much attention that it seems to be in vogue to speak of legislative ethics as something new and different.
But the notion of integrity in public office and
standards of conduct are not new. Legal principles
do exist governing legislative conduct, and have
existed for a long time. Among the first laws were
those proscribing fraud, deceit, and unfair business practice. There is a continuous effort on the
part of private and governmental interest groups to
place the boundaries of legitimate business activity within the confines of what one might call
standards of honesty and fair play to eliminate ~nethical practices.
Mr. Ayers was commenting about both "absolute" principles
of ethical conduct, violations of which are clearly outside the
scope of acceptable behavior of government officers and employees,
and the "relative" principles of ethical conduct, those that can
vary with a given set of circumstances. The latter are the areas
of uncertainty whose definition is difficult to ascertain. The
problem of definition is even more pronounced when one considers
the part-time legislator; the problem is in articulating relative
principles of legislative conduct which simultaneously meets the
needs of the public interest and which does not present an unreasonable burden on his capacity to function as a private citizen
or to earn a living. A statute containing "relative" principles
of conduct should be designed to allow such freedom of movement
in accordance with standards of fair play.
As Mr. Ayers points out, the final decision on what constitutes a conflict between the legislator's public responsibility
and his private interest, or what is acceptable conduct and what
is not, will rest with the individual. But, by the end of 1969,
some 21 states had enacted some fonn of ethics legislation applicable to legislators. In many cases, an attempt was made to define or establish procedures for defining what constitutes conflict of interest situations and unacceptable conduct.
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Provisions Governing Legislative Conduct in Colorado
A survey of the provisions relating to ethical principles
for Colorado legislators reveals that pronouncements on the subject are found in the state Constitution and the Colorado Revised
Sta~utes. Generally speaking, these pronouncements fit into Mr.
Ayer's category of "absolute" principles of conduct -- activities
that were, historically, thought to be so contrary to the public
interest that they were forbidden by law. Briefly stated, these
activities relate to: 1) the solicitation or acceptance of
bribes; 2) having an interest in a contract with the state; 3)
corrupt solicitation of state officers; 4) vote trading or logrolling; and 5) general.proscriptions on voting on measures in
which a member has a personal or private interest.
.

(1) Bribery Laws. Proscriptions against offering, giving
or accepting bribes have general application and are found in
both the Colorado Constitution and the Colorado Revised Statutes.

Origin. Following the general post-Civil War debasement
of political standards, many states enacted statutes and constitutional provisions on bribery. Proscriptions against bribery
applied both to governmental officials and employees and to those
seeking to influence the decisions of government institutions,
with particular reference to legislators and lobbyists • .!/
Colorado's Constitution and bribery statutes followed the
general pattern of prohibitions enacted after the Civil War. For
instance, Article XII, Section 6 of the Constitution forbids
solicitation and acceptance of bribes by "civil officers" and
members of the General Assembly:
Section 6. Bribery of officers defined. -Any civil officer or member of the general assembly
who shall solicit, demand or receive, or consent to
receive, directly or indirectly, for himself or for
another, from any company, corporation or person,
any mone·y, office, appointment, employment, testimonial, reward, thing of value or enjoyment or of
personal advantage or promise thereof, for his vote,
official influence or action, or for withholding
the same, or with an understanding that his official

.v

Edgar Lane, Lobb!ing and the Law, (Berkeley and Loa Angeles:
University of Ca ifornia Pres's-;-1964), pp. 25-26; and Robert
Luce, Legislative Assemblies (Boston and New York: Houghton
Mifflin Company, 1924), p. 432.
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influence or action shall be in any way influenced
thereby, or who shall solicit or demand any such
money or advantage, matter or thing aforesaid for
another, as the consideration of his vote, official
influence or action, or for withholding the same,
or shall give or withhold his vote, official influence or action, in consideration of the payment or
promise of such money, advantage, matter or thing
to another, shall be held guilty of bribery, or
solicitation of bribery, as the case may be, within
the meaning of this constitution, and shall incur
the disabilities. provided thereby for such offense,
and such additional punishment as is or shall be
prescribed by law.
.

As to others who are neither legislatorsnorcivil officers,
Section 41 of Article V considers the giving by others of "money
or thing of value, testimonial, privilege or personal advantage
to any executive or judicial officer or member of the general
assembly to influence him in the perfonnance of any of his public
duties" as bribery to be punishable as provided by law.
Supplementing these constitutional proscriptions and providing for penalties for bribery and the acceptance of bribes are
statutory provisions found in sections 40-7-5 to 40-7-7 and 40-743 to 40-7-45, C.R.S. 1963, as amended. Article XII, Section 4
of the Constitution also provides that persons convicted of bribery-or solicitation of bribery shall be disqualified from the
General Assembly or from "holding any office of trust or profit
in this state."
(2) Interest in Contract with the State. Section 3-4-6
(2), C.R.S. 1963, provides that no member or officer or employee
of any department of state government shall be in any way interested in any contract with the state for the purchase or sale of
any supplies, material of equipment, which, by law, must be purchased through the State Purchasing Agent.
The proscriptions in this section are waived if any of the
following conditions are met:
1) The contract is awarded after open competitive bidding
to the lowest responsible bidder;
.2) The material is sold at retail on an established posted price in the locality; or
3)

The material consists of fruits and vegetables pur-

chased in season locally for institutional use and supply.
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The Colorado Attorney General has ruled that a legislator
can legally submit bids for highway construction:
••• there is no legal prohibition against a member
of the State Senate f:{ro!i7 submitting bids for construction work to the State Highway Department;
first, because such bids are not submitted through
the State Purchasing Agent; and secondly, as to
those contracts which are made through the State
Purchasing Agent, if such contracts are awarded on
the basis of competitive bidding, ithere is no
restriction7". Y
Even though there may be open competitive bidding and the
other conditions of section 3-4-6 (2) are met, Article V, Section
29 of the Colorado Constitution restricts officers and employees
of state departments from having any interest in certain types of
contracts:
Section 29. Contracts for quarters, furnishings and supplies. -- All stationery, printing,
paper and fuel used in the legislative and other
departments of government shall be furnished; and
the printing and binding and distributing of the
laws, journals, department reports, and other
printing and binding; and the repairing and furnishing the halls and rooms used for the meeting of the
general assembly and its committees,shall be per~
fonned under contract, to be given to the lowest responsible bidder, below such maximum price and under
such regulations as may be prescribed by law. No
member or officer of any department of the government shall be in any way interested in any such contract; and all such contracts shall be subJect to
the approval of the governor and state treasurer.
Regarding the legislative application of Article V, Section 29, Attorney General Gail Ireland in 1944 stated that the
section "would 'indicate that no member can furnish supplies to
the state legislature of which he is a member". Y

Attorney General Opinion, No. 700-45
p. 1.

(December, 1945),

Attorney General Opinion, No. 379 (August 16, 1944), p. 1.
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(3) Lobbying. Seen from the perspective of the postCivil War political scandals, it was perhaps natural for the Constitution of Colorado to contain some pronouncement on lobbying,
.which was deemed virtually synonymous with corrupt solicitation
or,bribery. 1/ On this subject, Section 42 of Article V of the
Colorado Constitution provides:
Section 42. Corru t solicitation of members
and officers. -- The of ense of corrupt solicitation of members of the general assembly or of public officers of the state or any municipal division
thereof, and any occupation or practice of solicitation of such members or officers to influence
their official action, shall be defined by law, and
shall be punished by fine and imprisonment.

1

In accordance with a recommendation by the 1968 Committee
on Legislative Procedures, the 1969 General Assembly passed S.B.
No. 17, defining "corrupt solicitation" and provided a penalty
therefor.

(4) Vote Trnding. According to Robert Luce, vote trading
or "log-rolling" was akin to bribery and the men who drew up
Colorado's Constitution thought it desirable to include a specific ban against i t . ~ Article V, Section 40 of the Constitution
provides that any member who offers to live his vote in consideration of a vote by another member "shal be deemed guilty of
solicitation of bribery" and any legislator giving his vote in
consideration of a vote by another "shall be deemed guilty of
bribery." The punishment for either is expulsion and ineligibility to serve in the same General Assembly. Moreover, upon conviction in the civil courts, a legislator "shall be liable to
such further penalty as may be prescribed by law."
In 1889, Montana, North Dakota, and Wyoming copied this
provision in their constitutions. Utah, by statute, made "logrolling" a felony.§/
(5) Conflict of Interest - Voting. Colorado's Constitution does contain some provisions relating to the ethical standards of legislators other than pronouncements on bribery, lobbying, and vote trading. Article V, Section 43 provides, for
example, some guidelines on conflict of interest:

Lane, .2.e,. cit., p. 26.
Luce, .2.E• cIT., pp. 457-458.
,illg.' p. 45EJ.
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Section 43. Member interested shall not vote.
-- A member who has a personal or private interest
in any measure or bill proposed or pending before
the general assembly, shall disclose the fact to
the house to which he is a member, and shall not
vote thereon.
The rules of the House and Senate also provide that a leg. islator should disqualify himself for voting on legislation in
which he has a personal financial interest. House Rule 21 (c)
provides:
A member who has an immediate personal or financial
interest in any bill or measure proposed or pending
before the General Assembly shall disclose the fact
to the House, and shall not vote upon such bill or
measure.
In similar wording, Senate Rule 17 (c) also calls for a
Senator to disclose his interest in pending legislation and refrain from voting thereon:
Any Senator having a personal or private interest
in any question or bill pending, shall disclose
sue~ fact to the Senate and shall not vote thereon,
and if the vote be by ayes and noes, such fact shall
be entered on the journal.
Provisions Governing Members of Colorado Executive Branch
Clear-cut conflict of interest situations are detailed in
the Colorado Revised Statutes for some executive departments.
For example, the St.ate Bank Commissioner and his employees are
prohibited from receiving compensation from any bank (Section 1413-6); like restrictions are placed on the State Insurance £2.!n::.
missioner and his employees (Section 72-1-7), fil1g ill Commissioner of Savings.!!!£! Loan Associations and his deputies (Section

122-5-laT.

.

The Colorado Civil Service Commission has promulgated
rules and regulations, pursuant to Section 26-5-14, concerning
political activity, outside employment, and conflicting interests of employees in classified civil service positions. Further,
in September, 1966, Governor John Love issued by Executive Order
a "Code of Ethics" for officers and employees of the executive
department, a copy of which is contained in Appendix E of this
Report.
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Legislative Code of Ethies in Other States
In 1954, New York enaGted the first st~tute dealing with
.public conduct of state qffieials. Accordine to a February, 1970,
jo;nt staff report, preparija by the Caiifgtnia Office of Research
and Assembly Committee in O@V~trtmental G~ij@nizations, by the end
of 1969, the number of stateij with such legislation had grown to
27. Approximately one half of the 21 states enacted such legislation in 1968 and 1969.
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Illinois
Iowa
Kansas

Kentucky
Louisiana
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Missouri
Nebraska
New Hampshire

New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
Oklahoma
Pennsylvania
South Dakota
Tennessee
Washington
West Virginia

Scope of Coverage. In California, Illinois, Massachusetts,
Michigan, and Washington, ethics legislation applies to all three
branches of government. However, the prevailing practice applies
ethics legislation to the executive and legislative branches
only. Arizona, California, Florida, Kansas, Massachusetts, Michigan, and New York statutes also cover appointed government officials and civil servants.
Types of Areas Covered. Generally speaking, there are two
broad areas covered in ethics codes throughout the United States:
(1) prohibitions against self-serving activities, or conflict of
interest situations; (2) restrictions on representing outside
interests. In addition, there have been inserted in many codes
financial disclosure provisions and governing machinery in the
fonn of boards of ethics. 1/
(1) Prohibitions Against Self-Servin9 Activities - Conflict of Interest. Broadly defined, a conflict of interest exists any time a legislator's personal or private interest conflicts with the public interest. This broad definition is a
variation of definitions found in the laws of California, Louisiana, Minnesota, Oklahoma, and Texas.

r/

The following material is compiled from state statutes; "Ethical Conduct and Governmental Integrity; the Conflict of In-.
terest Issue,'' a Joint Staff Report Prepared by the Cali fornia Office of Research and Assembly Committee on Government
Organization, February, 1970; "State Government Ethics Legislation," Illinois Legislative Council, January, 1968; and
material gathered by the Committee on Rules, National Legislative Conference.
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Conflict of interest legislation, among other things, prohibits the officers and employees covered from being an agent for
the government in any transaction with himself or in which such
· transaction he or a close relative or business associate has a
substantial financial interest (California, Florida, Hawaii, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Massachusetts, Missouri, New Mexico,
and Texas).
A conflict between an individual's private interest and
public responsibilities in Arizona, California, Louisiana, Mas&•
achusetts, and New York also occurs when an enterprise in whi~h a
legislator has either a direct or indirect interest is affected
by proposed legislation differently than an enterprise in the same
type of industry.
Some states place restrictions on selling goods or services
of more than a certain amount to the state unless the sale is made
after notice and competitive bidding. Arizona, Hawaii, and New
Mexico set this minimum value at $1,000; Iowa at $500; and New
York at $25. Massachusetts, on the other hand, prohibits those
subject to the act to have any private interest in any contract
with the state. In Illinois, a legislator is not to charge a person who has a legislative interest any more than he would charge
any one else in the ordinary course of business.
Some states have included in their ethics statutes provisions against the soliciting, accepting, or offering of bribes.
Other states, such as California, rely on criminal statutes to
cover this area. More commonly there are provisions that forbid
or warn against acceptance of gifts, gratuities, favors, etc.
Restrictions of this nature are found in the ethics legislation
of Florida, Hawaii, Iowa, New York, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, and
Texas. Under Illinois legislation, it is a rule of cond.uct for
legislators not to accept or solicit, in any calendar year,
gifts, loans, discounts, hospitality, etc., that have aggregate
values of $100. · New York forbids accepting a gift or service
having a value of $25 or more under such circumstances in which
it could be inferred that the gift was intended to influence his
official action. The New Mexico Code contains a similar provision; permitted, however, are: 1) an occasional nonpecuniary
gift, insignificant in value; 2) a public service award; or 3) a
commercial loan made in the course of business by an institution
authorized by law to make such a loan.
(2) Restrictions on Representin~ Outside Inter~sts. The
laws of California, Florida, lllinois,ouisiana, Massachusetts,
and Texas contain provisions prohibiting a legislator and other
employees from accepting outside payment for services rendered in
tne course of his official duties.
Many states prohibit such employment which impair the
legislator's independence of judgment or which miqht threaten
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divulgence of confidential. information, (California, Arizona,
Florida, Massachusetts, Minnesota, New York, Texas, and Washington).
Objections have been raised against outright bans on appearances before state agencies, due to the hardships it might
create for the part-time legislator, particularly the lawyerlegislator who practices before state agencies. California resolved part of the problem by allowing the attorney-legislator to
appear before the California Workmen's Compensation Appeals Board,
the California Commission of Corporations, or a state agency when
making an inquiry for a constitutent without compensation. In
Illinois, the lawyer-legislator can appear before any state agency for a constituent. He may appear before most state agencies
for compensation, also, on the theory that decisions of most Illinois administrative agencies are subject to judicial review.
But the Illinois Court of Claims is a legislative court, and, as
such, its decisions are not subject to judicial review. The same
is true with regard to decisions rendered by the Illinois Industrial Commission involvin9 claims against the state. Since the
safeguard of judicial review is absent in these two instances,
legislators are banned from practicing for compensation before
the Court of Claims and the Industrial Commission when there is a
claim against the state. 2/ New Jersey and New York also prohibit state. personnel from appearing in Court of Claims cases.
The Kentucky Code declares it improper representation to
negotiate for a fee with the state toward the end of having the
state purchase an interest in real property, or an appearance
before a state agency as an expert witness. In New York, those
covered by the code are prohibited from appearing before a state
agency for a fee which is contingent upon the action of the agency's decision. California and Iowa forbid those covered from
receiving any direct or indirect compensation for appearing in a
licensing or regulatory matter before the licensing or regulating
agency.
· A number of laws require that an officer or employee
covered by ethics legislation refrain from engaging in a transaction in which he participated in his official capacity after he
terminates his government connection. The codes of Hawaii, Iowa,
Louisiana, Missouri, and New York requires the affected individual to abstain two years; Massachusetts one year.

V

''Ethical Standards in Illinois State Government," Report of
the Conflict of Interest Laws Commission, 1967, PP• 25-30.
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V

(3) Disclosure Provisions. Ethics legislation frequently
requires the individuals covered to disclose their personal and
private economic interests and relationships likely to create
.conflicts of interest. The financial statement or report may be
filed with either a special ethics board or commission or another
elected official. To illustrate the type of information included
in a disclosure report, the requirements in the laws of Illinois,
Nebraska, New Mexico, and New York are discussed below.
In New York, a legislator or legislative employee, his
spouse or minor children, is required each year to disclose every
direct or indirect financial interest he may have that is subject
to the jurisdiction of a regulatory agency, and whether that interest is over or under $5,000; the name of every office or directorship held by him in any enterprise which is subject to the
jurisdiction of a regulatory agency, and every other interest
which he,in his discretion, may determine to be particularly affected by legislative action or should be disclosed in the public
interest.
An Arizona legislator and his spouse is required to disclose each year every office or directorship in any corporation,
firm, or enterprise making a profit. The code is not specific as
to whether name, exact dollar amount, type of economic activity,
etc., shoul~ be disclosed. However, names of corporations, state
agencies, and amounts of compensation are required to be disclosed
in business transactions with a state agency.
For Illinois legislators and legislative candidates, ·there
must be made a written disclosure of individual and family stock,
bond, realty, and equity or creditor holdings in entities subject
to state regulation or which have a "legislative interest"; a
listing of offices, directorships, and salaries held or enjoyed
in such entities by the individual making the disclosure or his
spouse or minor children; a list of the compensated services he
or his family rendered such entities; and a list of other interests that may create a conflict of interest. The value of the
interest need not be disclosed, nor the names of the entities, if
the sphere of their economic activity is disclosed.
Exempted from disclosure in Illinois are: Interests in
the form of accounts in banks and savings and loan associations;
and in the case of equities, interests valued at less than $5,000
and representing less than five percent of the total equity interest in the entity.
In New Mexico, a legislator must annually disclose the
value and "precise nature" of every financial interest exceeding
$10,000 in those businesses regulated by the state. A "financial interest" is defined as:l) an ownership interest in business;
or 2) any employment, or prospective employment for which negotiations have already begun. Disclosure is also required when the
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legislator has a "controlling interest" (defined as over 20 percent) in a business regulated by the state.
(4) Boards of Ethics. Equivalents to a board of ethics had
been established in ten states by 1969. The general functions
and powers of such bodies are listed below:
(1)

Prepare a code of ethics;

(2) Issue advisory opinions interpreting codes of ethics,
and constitutional and statutory provisions relating to legislators;
(3)

Establish rules relating to lobbying and lobbyists;

(4) Investigate complaints against members and report
· the result with recommendations;

(5)

Recommend legislation regarding legislative ethics;

(6) Conduct programs of general information and education
in governmental ethics;
(7)

Prescribe forms of disclosure statements.

The Illinois Legislative Council summarized in its January, 1968 memorandum on "State Government Ethics Legisl_ation,"
the provisions in nine states relating to the compositions of the
boards:
Nine states (California, Hawaii, Iowa, Louisiana, Michigan, Minnesota, New Jersey, New York, and
Washington) have established a total of 15 committees ••• In the states where more than one of these
agencies operates, one body usually concerns itself
with the problems of officers and employees in the
executive branch, the other or others, with the
conflict of interest and ethics problems of legislators and legislative employees. Five of these
committees are composed solely of legislators;
eight have mixed legislative and nonlegislative
membership; and two are composed entirely of nonlegislators. All are empowered to render advisory
opinions on ethics legislation, and all save the
Michigan agency have authority to investigate violations of the ethics legislation. Seven may recommend legislation, and four have power to formulate
codes of ethics. Thirteen are authorized to report
their findings in cases of alleged violations to the
appropriate house of the legislature and. to the appropriate law officer for possible criminal or civil
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action. One- may prescribe disclosure forms: one has
power to approve the ethics codes drafted by executive officers for the employees of their departments:
and one may conduct a program of education and information.
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REVIEW OF SPECIFICATIONS OF THE CLASS
ONE LEGISLATIVE PRINTING CONTRACT

Section 109-2-3, C.R.S. 1963, divides public printing for
the state into four classes. Legislative bills, resolutions,
calendars, and Jo\jrnals are all designated by the section as
class one printing. Other sections of Article 2 of Chapter 109
stipulate that all public printing for the State of Colorado
shall be perfonned under contract and that the detailed standards
and specifications for class one printing shall be set by the
State Purchasing Agent in consultation with the Speaker and Chief
Clerk of the House and President and Secretary of the Senate.
Generally speaking, the class one printing contract is let for an
entire legislative biennium, though the contract for the 1969
session contained a clause which granted the legislature the option of renewing the contract for an additional year if satisfactory service was perfonned by the contractor. The renewal option
was exercised prior to the 1970 session and the same printer was
given the contract for that session.
1970 Review of Printing Costs and Contract Specifications
Bill Printings Costs. At the first meeting of the 1970
interim, the Committee reviewed a bill P+inting cost analysis
prepared by the staff covering the 1965, 1967, 1969, and 1970
sessions. A summary of the analysis is included in Table 8.
For the years under examination, it was revealed that the
contract had been let on the basis of 450 copies per bill, printed front and back, plus an add-on charge for each 50 additional
copies.
However, as shown in Table 9., a more detailed analysis of
these sessions revealed two facts. First, the printing cost per
page actually increased as the number of copies ordered printed
increased over and above the basic order of 450 copies. For·example, in the 1967 House, 450 copies of a one page bill cost
$4.50, or.one cent per sheet of paper. But, if 500 copies of the
same bill had been initially ordered, the cost would have been
$5.20, or over one cent per individual sheet of paper. By the
1969 session, 600 copies of a one page bill cost $6.30; yet, if
450 copies had been ordered printed, the cost would have been
$4.20 and 500 copies would have been $4.90, both amounting to
less than one cent per page.
·
Second, Table 9 also reveals that the initial order of
copies of individual bills increased progressively with each oddyear session. For instance, in 1965, no more than 450 copies per
bill were ordered. But by 1967, most bills'were ordered printed
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Table 8
DATA ON PRINTING BILLS AND CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS
1965, 1967, 1969, AND 1970 SESSIONS

1965 - Senate
1965 - House
Total (1965)

I

1967 - Senate
1967 - House
Total (1967

(1)

(2)

No. Bills/
Re~olutions
Introduced

No. Bills/
Resolutions
Ptin~ed

(3)
Percentage
Bills/
Resolutions
Printed

(4)

(5)

Number
Pages
Printed

Total
Printing
Cost

(6)
(7)
Average
Avg. No. of
Cost Per Pages of Bills/
Page
Reso1utions
{5)-t(4}

(~l-tl2l

381
501
882

462

792

86.6%
92.2
89.8%

1,737
2.452
4,189

$ 9,366.60
ll, 745.10
$21,lll.70

$5.39
4.79

5.3
5.3
5.3

432
598
1,030

396
529
925

91.7%
88.5
89.8%

1,487
2,481
3,968

$

7,539.00
11,911.80
$19,450.80

$5.07
4.80
4.90

3.8
4.7

2,665

$12,940.32
16,778.30
$29,718.62

$4.86

2,946
5,6ll

5. 70

5.29

6.0
5.3
5.6

612

$ ;3,606.40

611

6,QQJ,2!;2

5.0
5.4
5.1

330

5:04

4.3

(JI
I\)

I

1969 - Senate
1969 - House
Total (1969)

444

444

573
1,017

557
1,001

100.0%
97.Q
98.4%

1970 - Senate
1970 - House
Tota 1 ( 1970 )

95
180
275

95
176
271

100.0%
97.7
98.5%

1,489

$ 9,610.'30

$5.89
6.85
6.45

3,204

2,989

93.3%

15,257

$79,891.42

$5.24

Grand Totals

6.4

Table 9

PRINTING
COSTS OF BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS FOR 1965,
1967, 1969, ANO 1970

l

Senate:
Total

1965
House

Total

(1)
No. Copies
of Each Page
Printed

(2)
Cost
Per
Page

Total
Pages
Printed

(4)
Total Cost
of Printil.7
L'[2) X (3

450
Odd Lots*

$5.50 .!/
Varied

1,669
68
1,737

$ 9,179.50
187.10
$9,366.60

450
Odd Lots

$5.50 .!/
Varied·

2,041
411
2,452

$11,225.50
519.60
$11,745.10

450
500
Odd Lots

$4.50 21
5.20
. Varied

258
1,210
19
1,487

$ 1,161.00
6,292.00
86.00
$ 7,539.00

450
500
600
Odd Lots

$4.50 21
5.20
6.60
Varied

395
1,859
17
210
2,481

$ 1,773.00
9,666.80
112.20
359.80
$11,911.80

(3)

I

~
I

l

Senate:

)
)

l967l

l
1/

Total
House:

Total

1965-66,basic contract price

$5.50 per page in lots of 450.

2/ 1967-68,basic contract price $4.50 per page in lots of 450; extra copies, in lots of
50, an additional 70t per page.
*The catego~ "Odd Lots" means additional copies of particular bills ordered after
their initial order, varying in number of copies from 15 to 30 or 40 extra copies.
The c~arge for such copies is computed on a prorata basis.

Table 9 (continued)

Senate:

1969)

. Total
House:

I

)

(JI
~

I

\

Total
Senate:

1970)

Total
House:

J

/

Total

(4 l
Total Cost
of Printi:17

(1)
No. Copies
of Each Page
Printed

Cost
Per
Page

(3)
Total
Pages
Printed

500
500
550
600
650
750
Odd Lots

$5.20 ~
4.90 Y
5,.60
6.30
7.00
8 .• 40
Varies

125
418
1,297
181
32
105
507
2,665

650.00
2,048.20
7,263.20
1,140.30
· 224.00
882.00
1~2.~2
$12,940.32

500
500
600
Odd Lots

$5.201/'
4.90 y
6.30
Varied

77
582
2,013
274
2,946 ·
506
67

$

(-2)

550
650
700
750

$5.60
7.00
1.10
8.40

600
800

$6.30
9.10

34

5

6i2
706
171

ffi

Lf2)

X

$

400.40
2,851.80
12,681.90
844.20
$16,778.30
$2,833.60
469.00
261.80
42100
$3,606.40
$ 4,447 .so
1,556.10
$6,003.90

j/ 1967-68 contract price applied to bills filed and printed prior to 1969 Session.

Y

(3

1969-70 contract price $4.20 per page in lots of 450: additional copies, in lots of
50~ 704 per page.

in lots
creased
pointed
.more it

of 500 copies; and by 1969 and 1970, the number had into 550 in the Senate and 600 in the House. As previously
out, the more copies that were initially ordered, the
cost the state, rather than the reverse situation.

Review of Class One Printin Contract -- Ad Hoc Subcommi •
tee on Printing. In view o the problems
at appeared to ex s
with respect to the printing contract, the Committee adopted a
motion at its initial meeting this interim that provided for a
further review into the class one printing program.
An Ad Hoc Subcommittee on Printing met twice during the
interim to review a staff-prepared analysis of the 1969 and 1970
costs of printing bills, calendars, daily Journals, and bound
Journals, and to review the printing standards and specifications
.that should be adopted for the 1971-72 legislative biennium.

The members of the Ad Hoc Subcommittee were: Mrs. Comfort
Shaw, Secretary of the Senate; Mrs. Lorraine Lombardi, Chief
Clerk of the House; Mr. Hank Kimbrough, former Chief Clerk; Mr.
James Wilson, Legislative Drafting Office; Mr. Nick Segal, Eastwood Printing Company, Denver; and Mr. Lyle C. Kyle and Mr.
Richard Levengood, Legislative Council staff. A representative
of Bradford-Robinson Printing Company, Denver, also submitted
some sugges~ions for changes in the contract.
The changes recommended by the Subcommittee wer~ reviewed
and approved, with some additions, by the full Committee on Legislative Procedures. The full Committee's recommendations, in
turn, were reviewed by a joint meeting of the House and Senate
Services Committees. The changes in specifications are discussed
below and a sample copy of the proposal submitted to the State
Purchasing Agent is included in Appendix F of this report.
Basic Number of Copies Ordered Printed. As noted, the
number of copies of bills ordered printed was much higher than
the basic contract price. For instance, as Table 10 indicates
not once during either the 1969 or 1970 sessions were 450 copies
of bills printed (the number on which the contract was based).
Thus, the contract price was set at a basic charge of $4.20 per
450 copies of a one page bill, but with an add-on charge of 70¢
per page of 50 additional copies. The cost per page quite naturally escalated each time 50 additional copies were ordered; and,
450 copies of a one pa,s_e bill cost $4.20t but 800 copies of the
same bill cost $9.10 L$4.20 + ($0.70 X 1J = $9.1.Ql.
More copies of daily calendars and daily Journals were
also being ordered than the basic number·specified in the 1969-70
contract -- 450 calendars were actually 0rdered, but 350 was the
basic order number on which the contract was let; and 550 daily
Journals were actually ordered, but 450 was the basic contract
number.
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The contract specifications for these three items were
raised to accord with the actual number being ordered. These
figures were considered to be more realistic and had the effect
of allowing the General Assembly to get a better bid price for
the, number ordered than is now the case with add-on charges for
additional copies. The add-on charges have been especially high
for calendars and daily Journals at $3.00 per page for each 50
additional copies ordered over and above the basic price.
The prospective contractor under the new specifications
will be required to submit bids for additional copies of bill$ in
lots of 200, 500, and 1,000. These numbers were inserted sti that
there would be submitted a progressively lower add-on charge for
bills which must be ordered in quantities greater than the basic
order of 600.
Bids will also be required to be submitted for 100 extra
copies of daily calendars and daily House and Senate Journals.
Daily Calendars Photo-offset vs. Letter-eress Printing Processes. Table 10 shows that a one page dailyCalendar, printed on
one side only, cost on the average of $19.85. Since most calendars were ordered in lots of 450, the majority of times the cost
for a one pc;1ge Calendar was $20. 50 and for a two-page Calendar
(printed on one sheet of paper) was $41.00. It cost approximately $18,000 to print 900 pages of calendars in the 1969 and 1970
sessi-ons. But the high price was due to the fact that a letter
press printing process was utilized instead of the less expensive
photo-offset process that is used to reproduce bills.
In view of these high prices, the Subcommittee considered
but rejected a suggestion for using the photo-offset process.
It was pointed out that photo-offset may actually complicate the
process of reproducing calendars, since an additional typist
working a late shift in each house would probably be necessary.
Often, especially in the latter part of a session, type set for
the previous day's calendar can be used for running a calendar.
The latter is especially true with respect to the Senate calendar.
A cut-and-paste.version of the calendar is presently being sent
to the printer, thus saving time for the administrative staffs
for the House and Senate. If photo-offset were utilized, it would
be necessary to submit perfect copy very late in the day for reproduction, which may not, in some cases, be performed until the
following morning. Some delay in distribution of the calendar may
result.
Basis for Low Bids. As a guideline to the State Purchasing
Division, the specifications for the 1969-70 contract listed the
following numbers upon which the low bid should .be based: 2,000
pages of bills; 400 pages of calendars; and 2,000 pages of daily
joumals. But as Table 10 shows, the actual number printed was
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Table 10

1969 AND 1970 SESSIONS
CLASS ONE PRINTING COST ANALYSIS
(1)
Number Copies
of Each Page
P;g:inted
Bills and
Resolutions

i-4
I

Dally Calendars

Daily Journals

450
500
550
600
650.
700
~50
00
Odd Lotsf'
350
400
450
500
550

(2)
Contract
Cost Per
Page
$ 4.20l./

Total

Total

450
500
550
Tabular Matter
Total

4.9()
5.60
6.30
7.00
i-70
.40
9.10
Varied

21

$14.50
17.50
20.50
23.50
26.50

3/

$12.00
15.00
18.00
6.00

None
1,000
1,803
2,900
67
34
110
171

~
129
25
705
24
30
913
None
1+62
3,676

cl-½

Total Cost

See footnotes on page
*See page
**See page

(4)
Total
Cost of
Printing

Average
Cost Per Page

$ 4,900.00
10,096.80
18,270.00
469.00
261.80
924.oo
1,556.10
~,~.82
$ 3 ,o. 52..iE-

$ 5.51+ (front and back)

(3)
Total
Pages
Printed

for summary of contract terms.

$

i
$

I

(5)

1,870.50
437.50
14,452.50
564.00
222.00
18,ll9.50

$19.85 (front only)

6,930.00
66,168.00
ij6.00
73, 4.oo

$17.52 (front only)

$129,758.02

Table 10 (continued)
( 1)
Contract Description and Quantity
in Lots of 250
1969 Senate Bound
Journal

(2)
Cost
Per

llim

$ 4.75
Journal Pages
Index (photo offset)
8.50
Other Pages (re-set
type)
13.00
Cases
3.50
Binders
3.50.
Divider Pages
Author's Corrections
1.50
Total Pages (excluding corrections)

--

I
(JI
(X)

I

1969 House Bound
Journal

Journal Pages
4.75
Index (Photo offset)
8.50
Other Pages (re-set
type)
13.00
Cases
3.50
Binders
3.50
Dividers Pages
Author's Corrections
1.50
Total Pages (excluding corrections)

--

Total 1969 House and Senate
1970 House Joumals

1970 House and Senate
Total 1969 and 1970 Journals
GRAND TOTAL CLASS ONE PRINTING COSTS

(3)
Total
Items

(4)
Total
Cost Per
Item

(5)
Average
Cost Per
Jou_r_nal

1,322
193

$ 6,279.50

35

1,550

455.00
875.00
875.00
120.00
350,00
$10,595.00

1,728
284

8,208.00
2,414.00

56

333.3
2,068

728.00
875.00
875.00
120.00
500,00
sf3, 120 .oo

$54.88

3,618

$24,315.00

$48.63

1,616

$11,532.50

$46.13

5,234

$35,847.50

$47.80

----_lli.3
-----

1,640.50

$165~605.52

$42.38

Table 10 (continued)

FOOTNOTES
Summary-

or 1969-1970 Class one Printing Contract (Excluding Bound Journal.s):

l,/ Bills -- $1+.20 per page in lots of 450 copies, printed front and back; additional. copies, in lots of 50, 70¢
per page.

Y

Daily Calendars -- $14.50 per page in lots of 350 copies, printed one side only; additional copies, in lots
or 50, charged at a rate of $3.00 per page.

3,/ Daily Journal.s -- $12.00 per page in lots of 450, printed one side only; additional copies, in lots of 50,
$3.00 per page.

1

~
1

*The category •Odd Lots• means additional copies of particular bills ordered after their initial order, varying in
number of copies from 15 to 30 or 40 extra copies. The charge for such copies is computed on a prorata basis.

,..Totals for bill printing does not include 202 pages of bills pre-printed before 1969 Session, amounting to $1,050.40,
since these bills were printeaunder 1967-68 printing contract held by Peerless Printing.

6,866 fages of bills; 913 pages of calendars; and 4,189 pages of
Journa s. Thus, in order to assure a more realistic (and perhaps
lower) bid for each of these items the number of each item on
which the low bid should be based was raised to 8,000 for bills;
1,000 for calendars; and 5,000 for daily journals.
Joint Rule No. 10. In order to make the recommendation on
bills consistant with the House and Senate rules, the Committee
on Legislative Procedures recommends that Joint Rule No. 10 be
amended to provide that 600 copies of bills ordered to be printed
and that such additional copies, as necessary, be ordered pi-,i.nted
by the Chief Clerk and the Senate Secretary, with the approv1l of
their respective presiding officers. (See Appendix B.)
Bound Volume Journals. Article V, Section 13 requires
each house to keep a Journal of its proceedings. Section 63-2-11,
C.R.S. 1963, requires that Journals be published "as soon as practicable after the adjournment of the General Assembly".
Under the present contract, 250 bound Journals for each
house are published after each odd-year session, and 250 copies
of the combined Journal is published after each even-year session,
bringing the total number printed per biennium to 750.
Section 63-2-72, C.R.S. 1963, requires the Secretary of
State to:
••• deliver one copy of each of the published journals to county clerks of the several counties of
the state who shall keep them on file for public
inspection, one copy to each member of the general
assembly, and one copy to the supreme court library.
The secretary of state shall retain sufficient
copies for other official uses.
The statute, thus, requires that 164 copies of bound Journals be
distributed at the end of each session. Several other copies
are distributed upon request and at no charge to governmental
agencies, libraries, and individuals who may have a special use
for them. Yet, many times, according to the Secretary of State's
office, county clerks return the Journals with the notation that
no one uses them or they do not have room to store them year
after year. An inventory of the bound Journals stored in the
Capitol Building revealed that there are 83 copies of House and
Senate Journals for the 1967 session; 52 copies of the combined
Journal of the two house for the 1968 session; .and 121 copies of
House and Senate Journals for the 1969 session.
As shown in Table 10, the average cost of a 1969 and 1970
Journal was $47.80. Hence, the Committee on Legislative Procedures recofMlends that the number of Journals ordered after each
session be reduced from 250 to 200, with.the total number being
ordered per biennium reduced from 750 to 600.
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Some consideration had been given by the Committee to reduce the number to 150 and remove the statutory requirement that
copies be distributed to the 63 Colorado county clerks. But
some members of the Committee expressed the belief that it did
not appear to be practical at this time to stop distribution of
copies to counties. Since voting records of members are in the
Journals, it is contended, out-state areas should continue to
have copies of the Journal available for use by the general public.
However, the Committee does recommend that legislation be
introduced and passed in the 1971 session that would transfer
the responsibility of distributing the Journals from the Secretary
of State to the Chief Clerk and Senate Secretary, since this task
properly is a legislative function and in accord with recent
changes granting the legislature more responsibility in the distribution of Session Laws. (See Appendix c.)
Miscellaneous Changes. Other changes in the contract specifications include altering the weight of paper used for each
item designated in the contract so it would accord with actual
usage; striking from the portion of the contract on daily Journals the $1.50 per page charge for tabular matter; and deleting
the charge assessed by the contractor for author's corrections in
bound Journals and stipulating that it is the printer's responsibility to correct all errors regardless of whose error it may be.
The latter change was made at the suggestion of the contractor
for the 1969-70 biennium; many times it was impossible to tell
whether the printer or the author made an error.
Another recommended specification would grant the General
A~sembly the right to cancel the contract if the printer is una~le to perform the required services for which he contracted.
In reviewing the contract, the Committee on Legislative
Procedures had recommended that provision be made to split the
contract. The bidder, at his option, would be pennitted to submit bids as follows:
(1) submit a bid on the printing of bills, memorials,
and resolutions, only;
(2) submit a bid on the printing of daily calendars,
daily Journals, and bound volumes, only; or
(3) if a bidder desired to submit bids on both (1) and
(2) above, such bids shall be made separately.
The intent of this provision was two-fold. First, it was
believed that such an option would force a prospective contractor
to consider his price on bills as distinct from the rest of the
contract, and, in this manner, it was hoped that a more realistic
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price on all parts of the contract would be obtained. For instance, it was pointed out by one prospective contractor that
under the current method of bidding on the entire contract, it
is possible· for a finn to submit a bid on the bill and resolution
portion that may in fact be too low to make a profit; but a
higher bid on other portions of the contract would be submitted
to make up the loss.
Bills are reproduced by a photo-offset printing process,
and require less of an investment for machinery, than the calendar and Journals portion which are reproduced by letter-set
press. lhus, the second reason for splitting t~e bid was to
make it possible for a smaller contractor to bid on the bill portion, only, and, thus, enabling him to compete with larger firms
for at least part of the contract. It was also hoped that perhaps better service could be obtained on delivery of bills if
that portion was separate from the remainder of the contract.
However, the House and Senate Services Committee's rejected this recommendation of the Committee. It was argued that
the primary purpose of the printing contract is to assure that
legislative printing is carried out as expeditiously as possible.
With only one contractor to deal with, instead of two, it is
easier to establish delivery and pickup times for all types of
legislative printing. Further, since bill printing is a separate
mechanical operation from the printing operation for daily calendars and Journals, the fact that one contractor has the entire
contract should make no difference in te:tms of having bills delivered on time. As to obtaining a realistic price for the entire contract, it is anticipated that the suggested number of
pages on which bids are to be based should be instrumental in obtaining more realistic bids on the entire contract.
With regard to the problem of receiving bills by the required delivery time (by 11 a.m. the second morning after receipt), the Subcommittee found that no discernable problem has
occurred. But it was agreed that such deadlines should be more
carefully scrutinized in the future.
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APPENDIX E

EXECUTIVE

CHAMBERS

DENVltH
JOHN A, LOVE

Governor

E X E C UT I VE

ORDE R

COLORADO CODE OF ETHICS

It Is essential to the effective and efficient operation of state
government that public officials be Independent and tmpartlal, that public
office not be used for private gain, and that there be complete publtc
confidence In the Integrity of state government.
Qualtfled persons should be encouraged 'to serve In state government.
Therefore, state employees should have equal opportunities with all citizens
In developing private economic and social Interests, unle·ss there ts a
eonfltct wlth their responstbllt~y to the public.
It Is not the Intent of this Executive Order to prescribe sanctions
that would llmtt publlc service to any particular economic or soctal group.
It ts the Intent of this Order to Implement the objectives of
protecting the Integrity of the state government of Colorado and facilitating
the recruitment and retention of qualified personnel.
This Executive Order shall apply to all state employees In the
executive department of the government of the State of Colorado, and shall
serve as a basts for appropriate dtsctpltne when It has been determined In
a hearing that the standards of conduct In this Color.ado Code of Ethics have
been violated. As used herein, "state employee" shall be defined as officers
and employees ln the executive department.
The Governor may amend this Executive Order to expand, alter, or
delete sections of the Colorado Code of Ethics If It becomes apparent that
any section or sections of the code are not meeting the purpose of the code.
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II

No state employee shall engage In any outside employment or other
outside activity Incompatible with the proper discharge of the responsibilities
of his office or position. It shall be deemed Incompatible with such discharge
of responslbllltl.es for any such person to accept any fee, compensation, gift,
payment of expenses, or any other thing of monetary value under circumstances
In which the acceptance may result In:
(A)

An undertaking to give preferential treatment to any person;

(B)

Impeding governmental efficiency or economy;

(C)

Any loss of complete Independence or Impartiality;

I

(D) The 111aklng of a governmental decision outside official channels;
(E)

The reasonable Inference that any of the above may occur or
might have occurred;

(F)

Any adverse effect on the confidence of the public In the
Integrity of the government of the State of Colorado.

No state employee shall have a personal Interest In any business
transaction within his area of Influence In state government nor shall he
have any private business relationship or ow~rshlp of property that may
conflict with his public duties. If a conflict should develop, the employee
shall be not only permitted, but required, to disqualify himself from making
any decision Involving such business transaction or relationship.
111

This section shall apply only to:
Agency administrators and their deputies or assistants as the term
agency Is defined In Section 3-2~4, Colorado Revised Statutes, 1963;
Members of the Governor's staff;
Salaried members of boards and commissions appointed by the Governor;
Salaried executive employees of boards and commissions whose members
are appointed by the Governor.
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Not later than January 15, 1967, the employees now holding the
positions listed above shall submit to the Governor:a written report containing the following:
I.

The names of every corporation, company, firm, or other business
enterprise, partnership, nonprofit organization, and educational
or other Institution which does business with or Is regulated,
controlled~ or otherwise affected by the activities of any
department, agency, board, or commission of the State of Colorado
In which he has an Interest In any of the following ways:
(a)

As an employee, officer, owner, director, .trustee, partner,
or legal, accounting, or business adviser or consultant;

(b)

A continuing financial Interest through a pension or
ret 1rement p 1an, shared Income, or otherwl se, as a resu 1t
of any current or prior employment or b.uslness or professlona1
association, or

(c)

A financial interest through the ownership of stocks, bonds,
or other securities, the value of which ls In excess of $5,000,00.

2,

The names of his creditors who do business with or are regulated,
controlled, or otherwise affected by the activities of his department,
agency, board, or commission, other than those to whom he may be
· Indebted by reason of a mortgage on property which he occupies as
a personal residence or to whom he may be Indebted for current and
ordinary household and living expenses •.

3,

A list of all his Interests In real property or rights In lands,
other than property which he occupies as a personal residence, which
are, or may reasonably be, affected by acquisitions of real property
or Interest therein by an agency, department, board or C011111lsslon
of the State of Colorado.

Henceforth, prior to appointment to any of the positions llsted
above, the Governor will first require the submission of a report containing
the above Information. Each report required by this article shall be kept
up to date by submission of amended reports of any changes In or additions
to the Information required thereon as any change occurs, or, In any event,
on March 1 of each succeeding year.
The reports submitted to the Governor shall be treated as confidential.
Information thereon will not be made public except at the specific direction of
the Governor when he deems that .a matter has become of such Importance that the
public Interest requires disclosure.
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IV
No state employee shall receive any compensation, gift, payment of
expense, reward, gratuity, or anything of value from any source except the
State of Colorado for any matter or proceeding connected with or related to
the duties of such employee, unless otherwise provided for by law. This
provision Is not Intended to restrict usual social amenities, ceremonial
gifts, or unsubstantial advertising gifts. Compensation, gifts, expense
money, rewards, gratuities. or anything of value within the meaning of thl1
statement which practically cannot be returned shal 1 lmmedl ately be turned
over to the Division of Accounts and Control to be considered by It as st..,.
funds or state property.
·
The above paragraph shall not preclude:
(A) Recelpt 'of awards for meritorious public contribution given by
a non-profit organization;
(B) Receipt of honorarla or expenses paid for papers, talks,
demonstration, or appearances made by employees on their own time,
for which they are not compensated by the state, and which are
not prohibited by th.ls.code.
V

No
supplies for
the State of
entrusted to

state employee shall use state time, property, equipment, or
his private use, or for any other use not In the Interest of
Colorado. It Is his duty to protect and conserve all property
him.

VI
No state employee shall dlsclose confidential lnformatlon acquired
by virtue of state employment, nor shall he use such Information, or permit
others to use It• In. furtherance of a private Interest.
No state employee shall accept outside employment or engage In any
. business or profesilonal activity which might require him to disclose or act
on such confidential Information.

VII

This code shall
to be aware of and adhere
deal Ing with confl lets of
make available to each of
statutes deallng with the

In no way alter the duty of.each state employee·
to those sections of the Colorado Revised Statutes
Interest. Each state department and agency shal.1
Its employees those.particular sections of the
employee's responsibilities.
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VI II

Each state employee shall at all times use his best efforts to
perform his assigned tasks promptly and efficiently and to be courteous,
Impartial, and considerate In his dealings with the public, bearing In mind
that, whatever his position, he acts as a representative of the State of
Colorado.
ORDERED: That the foregoing Executive Order be established as the
Colorado Code of Ethics as of this date.
Given under my hand and the Executive Seal of the State of Colorado
this Thirteenth Day of September, A.D., 1966.
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Appendix F
FORTY-EIGHTH GENERAL ASSEMBLY
AOOPTED SPECIFICATIONS FOR
CLASS ONE PRINTING CONTRACT
1971-72 Sessions·

Class One
BILLS, MEMORIALS, AND RESOLUTIONS
Lots of 600 copies; photo offset; printed front and back,
flat paper, 8~" x 11 11 , pink and blue color, 16 lb. opaque bond,
hole punched; saddle stapled, no charge for blank pages: bill
number to be stamped on each page; delivery by 11 a.m. the second morning from receipt. Penalty for late deliverr $2.00 per
page per day in actual session, except no penalty w 11 be charged
if printer delivers as many as 150 pages of bills (lots of 600).
No charge for overtime. (Sample attached.)
per page _ __
Additional copies, in lots of
200 per page _ __
Additional copies, in lots of
500 per page _ __
Additional copies, in lots of 1,000 per page _ __

DAILY CALENDARS
Lots of 500 copies; printed flat paper, 61~" x 9~", while
nd yellow color, 20 lb. #4 sub.; 10 point type set 30 pica ems
bi ~4 pica ems, including running title and folio slug: hole
punched and stapled; delivery by 7 a.m. the following day. Penalty $100. No charge for overtime. Printer to read and correct
proof without additional charge. (Sample attached)
per page _ __
Additional copies, in lots of 100 per page _ __
DAILY HOUSE AND SENATE JOURNALS
Lots of 600 copies, printed fl.at, 20 lb.,#4 sub. paper,
color yellow and white, 6t~" x 9~"; 10 point type' set 25 ems by ~
ems including running title and folio slug; hole punched; stapled;
delivery by 7 a.m. the following day; penalty $100; type to be
held until close of session for printing of bound volume journal.
No additional charge for overtime. (Sample attached) ·
per page _ __
Additional copies, in lots of 100 per page _ __
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BOUND VOLUME JOURNALS
200 copies, 50 lb.,
cnglish Finish paper

per page _ __

Index and Appendix
Photo offset for index

per page _ __

Copy set in type which was
not printed in daily journals

per page _ __

Cas9s
Buckrum cases - stamped front
and backbone

per volume _ __

Binding
Trimming, oversewed, binding
with head band

per volume _ __

Delivery
Certified copies of each journal shall be
delivered in full in 60 days after delivery
of final copy for each journal, Penalty
$50 per day.
Important
1.

Notes
Low bid to be based per biennium on the following:
8,000 pages of bills;
1,000 pages of calendars;
5,000 pages of daily journals.
For the odd year session:
200 copies ~f the Senate bound journal;
200 copies of the House bound journal.
For the session in the even numbered year, ·and for
all special sessions, the journals of the Senate and
House shall be published in one bound volume:
200 copies shall be furnished.
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2. This contract can be cancelled by the General Assembly
if the printer is unable to provide the services required as outlined in these specifications.
3. The printer is responsible for all corrections in the
Journals, either those of the authors or of the printer.
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